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ON THE STANDARD L-FUNCTION ATTACHED TO
QUATERNIONIC MODULAR FORMS.

THANASIS BOUGANIS

In this paper we study the analytic properties of the standard L-function attached
to vector valued quaternionic modular forms using the Rankin-Selberg method. This
involves the construction of vector valued theta series, which we obtain by applying
some differential operators on Jacobi-theta series studied by Krieg. Such differential
operators are obtained from the Howe-Weyl duality for the pair Spn(C)×GL2n(C).

1. Introduction

Let B be a definite quaternion algebra over Q and M a B-module of rank m endowed
with a skew-hermitian B-valued form and let G be the group of B-linear automorphisms
ofM preserving this form. Modular forms associated to such a group G are often called
quaternionic. Various aspects of such modular forms have been studied before, for
example Krieg in [13] has developed the classical theory of such forms, Shimura in [18]
has studied the analogues of the Maass-Shimura differential operators in this setting
with applications to singular forms, Karel [11] and Tsao [27] have studied the Fourier
coefficients of Siegel-type Eisenstein series and Yamana the analogue of the Siegel-Weil
formula in [32] and the Ikeda lift in [31].

In this paper we study the analytic properties of the standard L-function attached
to a vector valued holomorphic quaternionic modular form, and more particularly the
location of possible poles and their orders. Such analytic properties have been studied
before by Yamana [33] building on previous work of Piatetski-Shapiro and Rallis [7].
However our approach differs by the one taken by previous works in two important
aspects.

The first important difference is that the results in [7, 33] are “generic” in nature,
that is, the location of possible poles is independent of the type of the corresponding
automorphic representation of GA at infinity. Our results to the contrary depend on
the particular type of the quaternionic modular form. Of course the results in [7, 33]
are in some sense more general since they allow to deal with a larger set of quaternionic
modular forms (for example non-holomorphic) but on the other hand are not as precise
as ours. Indeed as we explain right after Theorem 8.2, our results, when they apply, give
a smaller set of possible poles than the results in [33]. We refer to Remark 8.3 for more
on this. We also remark that we compute some gamma factors explicitly something
which is well-known to be hard in general.
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2 THANASIS BOUGANIS

The second aspect where our work differs from previous works is on the method em-
ployed. Indeed in [33] the doubling method is used whereas we use a version of the
Rankin-Selberg method involving theta series, which we simply call Rankin-Selberg
method (this is what Piatetski-Shapiro in [16] calls in general Shimura’s method). In
both methods the properties of the L-function are read off by properties of Siegel-type
Eisenstein series. However the doubling method involves (the restriction of) a higher de-
gree Siegel-type Eisenstein series, whereas the Rankin-Selberg method involves a theta
series and a Siegel-type Eisenstein series of the same degree. It is true that the doubling
method can cover more cases since one does not need to assume any restriction on the
parity of m (the rank of the B-module M above) in contrast to the Rankin-Selberg
method, which requires that the corresponding symmetric space is a tube domain and
hence one needs to impose the condition that m is even. However in the cases where
the Rankin-Selberg is applicable, it seems that it provides more precise results on the
location of the possible poles than the doubling method due to the fact that it em-
ploys a smaller degree Eisenstein series. We note here that this is indeed the case for
Siegel modular forms (see for example the discussion in [14, page 17]). Furthermore we
should emphasize that another potentially important application of the Rankin-Selberg
method is towards a stronger results with respect to the absolute convergence of the
L-function, and hence its non-vanishing thanks to the Euler product expansion. This
ought to have important applications for the theory of quaternionic modular forms and
is a direction we hope to explore in the future. Again we refer to Remark (8.3) for more
on this.

Before we close this introduction we mention two other interesting aspects of our work,
which are perhaps of independent interest. The first is the location of poles and their
orders of some normalized Siegel-type Eisenstein series in Theorem 3.8. The second is
the construction of some vector valued theta series in Theorem 5.5, using differential
operators, whose construction is based on the existence of “pluriharmonic” polynomials
in our setting.

2. Quaternionic modular forms

In this section we introduce the notion of vector-valued quaternionic modular form both
classically and adelicaly. For most of our notation here we follow the one introduced in
the books [21] and [24].

We will be writing v for a finite or infinite place of Q, the set of finite places will be
denoted by h and the archimedean one by a. We let A denote the adele ring of Q and
we write Ah for its finite part. For an adele x ∈ A we write x = (xv) ∈ A, where v
runs over all finite places and the place at infinity. We moreover write x = xhxa where
xa ∈ R and xh ∈ Ah. We let T := {z ∈ C | |z| = 1} and we for a z ∈ C and define
ea(z) = exp(2πiz). For a finite place v ∈ h corresponding to a prime number p we
will use both notations Qp and Qv for the corresponding local field. For a x ∈ Qp we
set ev(x) := ep(x) := ea(−y) where y ∈

⋃∞
n=1 p

−nZ such that x − y ∈ Zp. We then
define the character eA : A → T by eA(x) := ea(xa)

∏
v∈h ev(xv). Furthermore for a

place v of Q we let | · |v := | · |p the p-adic norm of Qp normalized as |p|−1
p = p. We

also write |x|h :=
∏
v∈h |x|v for x ∈ Ah and |x|A := |x|h|xa| for x ∈ A. By a character
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χ we will always mean a finite Hecke character of Q and we will write χv for its local
component at some place v. Moreover we let χh =

∏
v∈h χv, for its finite part and χa

for its component at the archimidean place. For an integral ideal c of Q and x ∈ A×
we set χc(x) :=

∏
v|c χv(xv). The corresponding ideal character to χ will be denoted by

χ∗ . For an element α ∈ Q we will write χ∗(α) for the the value of χ∗ at the fractional
ideal generated by α. For a non-zero fractional ideal m of Q generated by a positive
rational number m we set N(m) := m, and for an x ∈ Ah we write xZ for the fractional
ideal of Q corresponding to x.

We denote by B a definite quaternion algebra over Q. We write ρ for the main involution
of B and NB/Q(x) = xxρ ∈ Q for the norm map. We fix a maximal order o of B and for
a place v of Q we set Bv := B⊗Q Qv, and when v is a finite place we set ov := o⊗Z Zv.
When v is the place at infinity we also write H = Ba for the Hamilton quaternions,
understood with the usual notation {1, i, j,k}. The standard involution ρ of B extends
to Bv, for all places v of Q. We let Mn(B) denote the n × n matrices with entries in
B and we write tr ,det : Mn(B) → Q for the reduced trace and determinant. This
is defined by fixing an Q-algebra embedding Mn(B) ↪→ Mn(K) for some quadratic
extension K of Q and taking the determinant or trace there. It is well known that
these definitions are independent of the choice of K. In this paper when we refer to the
determinant or trace of a matrix with entries in B, we will always mean the reduced
determinant or trace unless it is explicitly stated otherwise. We set λ(x) := 1

2tr (x)

for x ∈ Mn(B). This definitions extend to Mn(B)A := Mn(H) ⊗
∏′
v∈hMn(Bv), the

restricted tensor product with respect to Mn(ov)’s. Moreover for a matrix α ∈ Mn(B)

we set α∗ := tα
ρ and if α is invertible we set α̂ := tα

−ρ, that is, the inverse of α∗.

We let G denote the connected algebraic group defined over Q whose group of Q-valued
points is,

GQ := {α ∈ GL2n(B)|αηα∗ = η} ,

where for an positive integer n we write η := ηn =

(
0 −1n
1n 0

)
∈ SL2n(B), where

SL2n(B) the invertible matrices of degree 2n with entries in B and (reduced) determi-
nant equal to 1. For the group G above, and a finite place v of Q, we write Gv for the
group of the Qv-rational points, Ga the real points and GA for its adelic points. We
moreover write Gh =

∏′
v∈hGv, the finite adelic points of G.

For n = 1 we have the isomorphism (see for example [31, Equation (1.1)]),

GQ = {(b, α) ∈ B× ×GL2(Q) | NB/Q(b) det(α) = 1}/{(z, z−1) z ∈ Q×},

and actually the case n = 1 will lead us to the classical theory of elliptic modular forms
(see for example [31, page 1487]), which is of course well understood. In this paper
it will be convenient to assume, and we will from now on, that n ≥ 2. We note here
that if we write GLn(B)A for the adelic points of the algebraic group GLn(B), then the
assumption n ≥ 2 implies that GLn(B)A = GLn(B)GLn(H)

∏
v∈hGLn(ov). Indeed the

strong approximation theorem holds for SLn(B)A for n ≥ 2 (see for example [31, page
2486]) and the short exact sequence,

1→ SLn(B)A → GLn(B)A → A×Q+ → 1,
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where A×Q+ are the adelic units x of Q with xa > 0. Here we note that that det :

Mn(H) → R+ (see [29, page 195]). We moreover note that det : GLn(ov) → o×v is
surjective for every v ∈ h. This is clear if v is a place where B splits. For a finite place
where Bv is a division algebra overQv this follows from the facts thatNBv/Qv(B

×
v ) = Q×v

and ov = {x ∈ Bv | NBv/Qv)(x) ∈ Zv}. Using now that the narrow class number of Q
is one we obtain the strong approximation for GLn(B)A.

We write S := SQ := {x ∈ Mn(B) | x∗ = x} for the additive group of hermitian
matrices with respect to the involution ∗. Similarly we define SA, Sv and Sa. For a
g ∈ Sa we say that it is positive semi-definite (resp. definite) and write g ≥ 0 (resp
g > 0) if x∗gx ≥ 0 (resp. x∗gx > 0) for all 0 6= x ∈ Hn. We write Sa+ (resp. S+

a )
for the set of semi-positive (resp. positive) hermitian matrices in Sa and similarly S+

(resp. S+) for the corresponding ones in S. For a two sided fractional ideal a of B we
set S(a) := S ∩Mn(a).

We now set:

H := Hn :=
{
z = x+ iy ∈ Sa ⊗R C | x ∈ Sa, y ∈ S+

a

}
.

As it is explained in [13] the space H can be endowed with a hermitian structure, which
from now on we will assume. The group Ga acts transitively on H by

αz := α · z := (aαz + bα)(cαz + dα)−1, α =

(
aα bα
cα dα

)
∈ Ga, z ∈ H,

where aα, bα, cα, dα ∈Mn(H). For a z = x+ iy ∈ H we set Im(z) := y.

We now fix an embedding ı : Mn(H) ↪→ M2n(C) by ı(a + jb) =

(
a −b̄
b ā

)
, where

a, b ∈ Mn(C). We set J(α, z) := cαz + dα, which will be understood as an element in
GL2n(C) using the identification Mn(H) ⊗R C = M2n(C) induced by the map ı. We
note here that for an z = x + iy ∈ Mn(H) ⊗R C we define z∗ = x∗ − iy∗ and then
ı(z∗) = ı(z)∗ where for a M ∈M2n(C) we set M∗ = tM .

Moreover we set jα(z) := j(α, z) := det(J(α, z)) ∈ C×. We extend the above definitions
to the adelic group GA as follows: for an element g ∈ GA we set g · z := g z := gaz,
J(g, z) := J(ga, z) and jg(z) := j(ga, z). Moreover for z = x + iy ∈ H with y ∈ S+

a

we set δ(z) := det(y)1/2. We note here that for an element α ∈ Ga we have that
δ(αz) = |j(α, z)|−1δ(z) (see [13, Theorem 1.7, (3)]).

Given two fractional ideals a and e of Q such that ae ⊆ Z, we define the subgroup of
GA,

D[a, e] :=

{
x =

(
ax bx
cx dx

)
∈ GA|axv , dxv ∈Mn(ov), bxv ∈Mn(av), cxv ∈Mn(ev), ∀v ∈ h

}
,

where for a fractional ideal a of Q, we denote by Mn(av) the matrices with entries in
o ⊗Z av. In this notation we may as well write Mn(Zv) for Mn(ov) but we prefer the
latter.

We now let c denote an integral ideal of Q and b a fractional ideal. For a finite adele
q ∈ Gh we define Γq = Γq(b, c) := GQ ∩ qD[b−1, bc]q−1, a congruence subgroup of GQ.
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Given a character ψ of conductor dividing c we define a character on D[b−1, bc] by
ψc(x) :=

∏
v|c ψv(det(dx)v), and a character ψq on Γq by ψq(γ) = ψc(q

−1γq).

We let ρ denote a rational representation ρ : GL2n(C) → GL(V ), where V is a finite
dimensional complex vector space. Then for a function f : H → V we define

(f |ρα)(z) := ρ(J(α, z))−1f(α · z), α ∈ GQ, z ∈ Hn.

When we are taking ρ = detk for some k ∈ Z+ then we write f |k instead of f |detk . We
now define,

Definition 2.1. A function f : H → V is called a quaternionic modular form for the
congruence subgroup Γq of weight ρ and nebentype ψq if:

(1) f is holomorphic,
(2) f |ργ = ψq(γ)f for all γ ∈ Γq,

Remark 2.2. We make the following remarks:

(1) Since we are taking n > 1 we do not need to have any condition at the cusps
thanks to the Koecher’s principle (see [13, Lemma 1.5]).

(2) In the case where ρ = detk for some k ∈ Z, our convention with respect to the
weight is different to the one used in [13]. Namely our weight k here corresponds
to the weight 2k there. This is only a notational difference since we are taking
j(α, z)k = det(J(α, z))k for α ∈ Ga and z ∈ H where in [13, page 78] one takes
det(J(α, z))

2k
2 , as the scalar factor of automorphy.

(3) We remark here that one could give a more general definition of a quaternionic
modular form, but here we restrict ourselves to the case where the corresponding
symmetric space is a tube domain.

We denote the above complex vector space byMρ(Γ
q, ψq). For an integer k ∈ Z , and

a rational representation (ρ, V ) of GL2n(C) we set ρk := ρ⊗ detk. For any γ ∈ GQ we
have a Fourier expansion of the form (see for example [13, Theorem 1.2]),

(f |ργ)(z) =
∑
τ∈Sγ

cf (τ, γ)ea(λ(τz)),

where Sγ a lattice in S+. Here we have extended λ : Mn(H)⊗RC→ C as λ(A+Bi) :=
λ(A)+iλ(B). We call f a cusp form if cf (τ, γ) = 0 for any γ ∈ G and τ with det(τ) = 0.
The space of cusp forms we will be denoted by Sρ(Γq, ψq).
Given a representation (ρ, V ) of GL2n(C) we can define a Hermitian inner product
≺ ·, · � on V with the property ≺ ρ(g)v, w �V =≺ v, ρ(g∗)w � for g ∈ GL2n(C) and
v, w ∈ V (see [24, page 96]). We take the inner product linear in the first argument and
anti-linear in the second, i.e. ≺ av, bw �= a ≺ v, w � b̄ for a, b ∈ C and v, w ∈ V .

For f, g : Hn → V such that f ∈ Sρ(Γq, ψq) and g|ργ = ψq(γ)g for all γ ∈ Γq, (not
necessarily holomorphic), we define

〈f, g〉 := vol(Φ)−1

∫
Φ
≺ ρ(y)f(z), g(z) � dν(z) =

vol(Φ)−1

∫
Φ
≺ ρ(
√
y)f(z), ρ(

√
y)g(z) � dν(z),
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where Φ := Γq \Hn, and dν(z) = det(y)−(2n−1)dxdy is the volume element in Hn which
is Γq invariant (see [13, Theorem 1.10]). We note that the expression ≺ ρ(y)f(z), g(z) �
is Γq-invariant thanks to [13, Theorem 1.7 (3)]. Here √y (or sometimes we may write
y1/2) is a positive definite hermitian matrix such that √y2 = y. Indeed since y is
positive definite there exist an invertible matrix u ∈ GLn(H) with uu∗ = In such that
y = udu∗ for some diagonal matrix with strictly positive diagonal elements. Then we
simply let √y = u

√
du∗, with the obvious meaning of

√
d. We also remind the reader

of our convention from above: ρ(y) = ρ(J(12n, y)) = ρ(ı(y)).

We now turn to the adelic quaternionic modular forms. If we write D for a group of
the form D[b−1, bc], and ψ a character then we define,

Definition 2.3. A function f : GA → V is called an adelic quaternionic modular form
if

(1) f(αxw) = ψc(w)ρ(J(w, i))f(x) for α ∈ G, w ∈ D with w(i) = i,
(2) For every p ∈ Gh there exists fp ∈ Mρ(Γ

p, ψp), where Γp = G ∩ pDp−1 such
that f(py) = (fp|ρy)(i) for every y ∈ Ga.

Here we write i := i1n ∈ H. We denote this space by Mρ(D,ψ). We call f a cusp
form if fp is a cusp form for all p ∈ Gh, and the space of cusp forms will be denoted by
Sρ(D,ψ). The following is an extension of Proposition 20.2 in [24] (see also [3] where
the case of vector valued Siegel modular forms is considered) to the case of vector valued
quaternionic modular forms.

Proposition 2.4. Let f ∈Mρ(D,ψ), then for all q ∈ GLn(B)A and s ∈ SA we have,

f

((
q sq̂
0 q̂

))
= ρ(q∗a)

∑
τ∈S+

cf (τ, q)ea(λ(iq∗τq))eA(λ(τs)),

where cf (τ, q) ∈ V . They satisfy the following properties:

(1) cf (τ, q) 6= 0 only if eh(λ(q∗τqs)) = 1 for any s ∈ Sh(b−1),
(2) cf (τ, q) = cf (τ, qh),
(3) cf (b∗τb, q) = ρ(b∗)cf (τ, bq) for any b ∈ GLn(B),
(4) ψh(det(e))cf (τ, qe) = cf (τ, q) for any e ∈

∏
v∈hGLn(ov).

Proof. Let x =

(
q sq̂
0 q̂

)
be as above, and put p = xh. The functions fp ∈ Mρk(Γp, ψp)

given in definition 2.3 have Fourier expansions

fp(z) =
∑
τ∈S+

cf (τ, q, s)ea(λ(τz))

with cf (τ, q, s) ∈ V . Since xai = qaq
∗
ai+ sa, by the definition 2.3 we have that

f(x) = (fp|ρx)(i) = ρ(q∗a)
∑
τ∈S+

cf (τ, q, s)ea(λ(iq∗τq))ea(λ(τs)).

We let

(1) cf (τ, q, s) := eh(−λ(τs))cf (τ, q, s),
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and hence
f(x) = ρ(q∗a)

∑
τ∈S+

cf (τ, q, s)ea(λ(iq∗τq))eA(λ(τs)).

As it is explained in [24, page 168], the fact that f(αxw) = f(x) for any

α =

(
1 ?
0 1

)
∈ G and w =

(
1 ?
0 1

)
∈ Gh ∩D[b−1, bc]),

allows us to establish that cf (τ, q, s) does not depend on s. Denoting this simply by
cf (τ, q) gives the Fourier expansion. The proof of the properties for the coefficients can
be shown as in [24, page 168]; we only explain (3) here.

We consider diag[b b̂] =

(
b 0

0 b̂

)
∈ G for b ∈ GLn(B). Then we have f(diag[b b̂]x) =

f(x) for all x ∈ GA. In particular for any q ∈ GLn(B)A and s ∈ SA we have,

f

((
q sq̂
0 q̂

))
= f

(
diag[b b̂]

(
q sq̂
0 q̂

))
= f

((
bq bsb∗b̂q

0 b̂q

))
.

By the Fourier expansion,

ρ(q∗a)
∑
τ∈S+

cf (τ, q)ea(λ(iq∗τq))eA(λ(τs)) =

ρ(q∗ab
∗)
∑
τ∈S+

cf (τ, bq)ea(λ(iq∗b∗τbq))eA(λ(b∗τbs)).

Equating Fourier coefficients we obtain cf (b
∗τb, q) = ρ(b∗)cf (τ, bq), which is property

(3). �

Note: We will sometimes use the notation c(τ, q; f) for the coefficient cf (τ, q).

We conclude this section with a final remark. Note that we have an isomorphisms
D[b−1, bc] → D[Z, c] by x 7→ bxb−1 where b := diag[β1n, 1n] for some β ∈ Q such
that b = (β). In particular we have an isomorphisms between Mρ(D[b−1, bc]) →
Mρ(D[Z, c]), given by f(x) 7→ h(x) := f(xb). Since β ∈ Q we have that this induces an
isomorphism between Mρ(Γ(b, c)) → Mρ(Γ(Z, c)) by f(z) 7→ h(z) := f(β z), where we
write Γ(b, c) for Γ1(b, c). In particular we do not loose much if we set b = Z below. In
this case we set Γ0(c) := Γ(Z, c).

3. Siegel type Eisenstein Series

In this section we define Siegel type Eisenstein series and study their analytic properties.
The main theorem of this section is Theorem 3.8. In particular we will determine, after
multiplying with some normalising factors, the location of possible poles, as well as their
orders, of this Eisenstein series. Our approach is similar to the one taken by Shimura
in the symplectic [19] and unitary case [21] (see also Remark (3.9) below).

We start by defining some subgroups of G. We define the Siegel parabolic subgroup by

P := PQ :=

{
γ =

(
aγ bγ
cγ dγ

)
∈ GQ | cγ = 0

}
,
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where aγ , bγ , cγ , dγ ∈Mn(B) and similarly we define Pv for a place v of Q or PA. It can
be shown, see for example [13, Chapter II, section 1], that P = LR where

L = {γ ∈ P | dγ = âγ ∈ GLn(B), bγ = 0} ∼= GLn(B),

where we recall that for a matrix α ∈ GLn(B) we define α̂ = (α∗)−1. The group
R can be identified with the group of hermitian matrices by the map τ : S → R,

τ(σ) =

(
1 σ
0 1

)
.

We write r for the product of all prime ideals of Q, where the division algebra B ramifies,
that is if p is a prime such that Mn(Bp) 6∼= M2n(Qp) then p|r. Let ` ∈ Z and take an
integral ideal c in Q, such that r divides c. In particular c 6= Z. Moreover we consider a
Dirichlet character χ of Q whose conductor divides c. For a fixed fractional ideal b we
write D(c) for D[b−1, bc], and simply D for D[b−1, b]. Moreover D0(c) for the subgroup
of D(c) with x ∈ D0(c) if x(i) = i. Similarly we define D0.

We now define the Siegel type Eisenstein series of weight ` associated to the character χ
in a similar manner as in the symplectic and unitary case in [24, page 131]. In particular
we set,

E(x, s) := E(x, s;χ,D(c)) :=
∑

γ∈P\G

φ(γx, s), Re(s) >> 0,

where (x, s) ∈ GA×C, and the function φ(x, s) : GA×C→ C is supported on PAD0(c) ⊂
GA in the x variable, and is defined as follows: for x ∈ PAD0(c) we write x = pw with
p ∈ PA and w ∈ D0(c) and we define φ(x, s) :=

∏
v φv(x, s) where,

φv(x, s) :=


χv(det(dpv))

−1|det(dpv)|−sv , if v ∈ h, and v 6 | c,
χv(det(dpv))

−1χv(det(dwv))
−1|det(dpv)|−sv , if v ∈ h and v | c,

jx(i)−`|jx(i)|`−s, if v = a.

One can check that φ(x, s) is well-defined, i.e. independent of the choice of p and w
above. Furthermore we note that |jx(i)| = |det(dpa)|. Indeed we have that jx(i) =
j(p, i)j(w, i). But |j(w, i)| = 1 for w ∈ D0 since ı(cwi + dw) ∈ U(2n) (see [31, page
2486]), where ı : Mn(H) ↪→M2n(C) was defined in the previous section. Hence |jx(i)| =
| det(dpa)|. A simple substitution shows that for α ∈ G and w ∈ D0(c) we have,

E(αxw, s) = χc(det(dw))−1jw(i)`E(x, s),

and hence the Eisenstein series has the required modular properties.

Remark 3.1. We note here that we imposed no condition on the sign of the character χ
(i.e χ(−1) = ±1) and the weight `, which is different to the situation of the symplectic
and unitary group (see for example [21, page 149], or [24, page 131]). This is due to
the fact that det(g) ∈ R+ for g ∈ GLn(H), and hence the sign of the character does not
play any role. Indeed we can see that φ(qx, s) = φ(x, s) for q ∈ P for any character χ
and ` ∈ Z. For this we write as above x = pw, and then we have that

φ(qx, s) =
∏
v

φv(qpw, s) = χh(det(dqp))
−1χc(det(dw))−1jqx(i)−`|jqx(i)|`| det(dqp)|−sA .

But χh(det(dqp)) = χh(det(dq))χh(det(dp)) = χh(det(dp)) since χa(det(dq)) = 1 as

det(dq) ∈ R+. Moreover jqx(i)−`|jqx(i)|` =
(
|jq(x(i))|
jq(x(i))

)`
× jx(i)−`|jx(i)|`. But |jq(x(i))|

jq(x(i)) =
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| det(dq)|
det(dq)

= 1 as det(dq) ∈ R+. Moreover |det(dqp)|−sA = | det(dp)|−sA as dq ∈ GLn(B). In
particular φ(qx, s) = φ(x, s) for all q ∈ P .

We now define the function E(z, s) by E(x · i, s) = jx(i)`E(x, s), (see Definition 2.3)
where x ∈ Ga such that x · i = z ∈ H. Then we have

(2) E(z, s) =
∑
α∈A
| det(dpα)|−sh χh(det(dpα)))−1χc(det(dwα))−1δ(z)s−`|`α,

where A = P \(G∩PAD(c)) and pα ∈ Ph and wα ∈ D(c)h such that αh = pαwα. Indeed
φh(x, s) =

∏
v∈h φv(x, s) is supported on PhD(c)h and (αx)h = αh since xh = 1.

Furthermore δ(αz) = |j(α, z)|−1δ(z) and δ(z) = δ(x(i)) = |jx(i)|−1 and so δ(αz) =
|jαx(i)|−1. In particular we have that

φ(αx, s) = |det(dpα)|−sh χh(det(dpα))−1χc(det(dwα))−1jαx(i)−`|jαx(i)|`−s.

Using that jαx(i)` = jα(z)`jx(i)` we conclude equation (2). We now establish the
following lemma,

Lemma 3.2. We have,
PAD(c) = PD(c).

Proof. Similarly to [21, Lemma 9.6] we may decompose PA =
⊔
q∈Q Pq(PA ∩ D(c)),

where q can be chose of the form q = diag[r, r̂] with r ∈ GLn(B)h. As it was discussed
in the previous section, after taking det(r) we establish a bijection between the set Q
and A×Q/Q

×
+

(∏
p Z×p

)
R+, which is of course nothing else than the trivial group. �

Let us now set Γ := G ∩D(c) and define the Eisenstein series

E`(z, s;χ,Γ) :=
∑

γ∈(Γ∩P )\Γ

χc(det(dγ))−1δ(z)s−`|`γ.

By the lemma above we have that P \ (G∩PAD(c)) = (Γ∩P ) \ Γ. In particular in the
notation of Equation (2) above we may pick pα = 1 for all α ∈ A, and wα = γ, and
from this we obtain that

E`(z, s;χ,Γ) = E(z, s).

We remark here that one can show (see for example [13, Chapter V]) that this Eisenstein
series is absolutely convergent for Re(s) > 2n− 1. In particular for ` > 2n− 1 we have
that E(z, `) is a quaternionic modular form of weight ` with respect to the congruence
subgroup Γ.

Even though these Eisenstein series are the ones which are relevant to our applications,
we need to introduce yet another kind of Eisenstein series for which we have explicit

information about their Fourier expansion. We define ηh ∈ GA by ηv =

(
0 −1n
1n 0

)
for

all v ∈ h and ηa = 1. Then we define the E∗(x, s) := E(xη−1
h , s), we write the Fourier

expansion of E∗(x, s) as,

(3) E∗
((

q σq̂
0 q̂

)
, s

)
=
∑
h∈S

c(h, q, s)eA(λ(hσ)),
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where q ∈ GLn(B)A and σ ∈ SA.

We now focus on the coefficients c(h, q, s). We first introduce some notation. For a
finite place v ∈ h corresponding to some prime p and an element x ∈ Mn(Bv) we
can find c ∈ Mn(ov) and d ∈ GLn(Bv) ∩Mn(ov) such that x = d−1c and the matrix

[c d] ∈ Mn,2n(B) is primitive. That is, there exists a, b ∈ Mn(B) such that
(
a b
c d

)
∈

GL2n(B). We then define an ideal in Zp, which is usualy called the denominator ideal
of x, by ν0(x) = det(d)Zp and we set ν(x) := |det(d)|−1

v . For all these we refer to [23]
or [27].

We now set T := Tn := {x ∈ S|λ(xy) ⊂ Z, ∀y ∈ S(o)} where we recall S(o) =
S ∩Mn(o). Similarly we define TA and Tv for a place v ∈ h. For an element ζ ∈ TA, a
character χ of conductor dividing the ideal c, and s ∈ C we define the Siegel series,

αc(ζ, s, χ) :=
∏
v-c

 ∑
σ∈Sv/Λv

ev(−λ(ζvσ))χv(ν0(σ))ν(σ)−s

 ,

where the product is over all finite places not dividing the ideal c and for each such
place v, we set Λv := S(ov) := S(o)v = Sv ∩Mn(ov).

Moreover for s, s′ ∈ C with Re(s),Re(s′) >> 0, y ∈ S+
a and h ∈ Sa we introduce the

function,

ξ(y, h, s, s′) =

∫
Sa

ea(−λ(hx)) det(x+ iy)−s/2 det(x− iy)−s
′/2dx.

The properties of this function have been studied in [17], and we will recall some of its
properties a little bit later. We now can state:

Proposition 3.3. With notation and assumption as above we have c(h, q, s) 6= 0 only
if (βq∗hq)v ∈ Tv ∩Mn(c−1

v ) for all v ∈ h, where β ∈ A×h such that βZ = b. In this case
we have

c(h, q, s) = A(q, n, χ)× | det(q)|−sh × αc(βq
∗
hhqh, s, χ)× ξ(qaq∗a, h, s+ `, s− `),

where A(q, n, χ) ∈ C× a constant depending on q, χ and n.

Proof. This is quite standard in the theory of Eisenstein series. The cases of the sym-
plectic and of the unitary group have been considered by Shimura in [21, Proposition
18.14]. The proof of the proposition follows quite similarly, and in the appendix of this
paper we explain how one can extend the proof there to the quaternionic case. �

We now collect various facts about the Siegel series αc(ζ, s, χ) that appeared above.
We fix a finite place v and write p for the corresponding prime. We set α(ζv, s, χv) =∑

σ∈Sv/Λv ev(−λ(ζvσ))χv(ν0(σ))ν(σ)−s. Since we are assuming that the ideal c is di-
visible by all primes where B is ramified we have that φp : Bp ∼= M2(Qp), when p
does not divide c. We may actually select φp in such a way that it induces an iso-
morphism φp : op ∼= M2(Zp). Fixing such an isomorphism we obtain an isomorphism
ıp : Mn(Bp) ∼= M2n(Qp) defined by ıp((xij)) := (φp(xij)). We remark (see [31, page
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2488]) that the map ıp induces an isomoprhism ıp : Gv ∼= SO(2n, 2n)(Qp), where

SO(2n, 2n)(Qp) =

{
x ∈ SL4n(Qp) | x

(
0 12n

12n 0

)
tx =

(
0 12n

12n 0

)}
.

In the following and until Proposition 3.6 below our considerations are local, so we will
be simply writing ı for ıp. Our aim now is to relate in Lemma 3.4 below the Siegel series
above to the Siegel series corresponding to the orthogonal group SO(2n, 2n), which have
been studied extensively in [21, Chapter III]. This relation has already been observed
in [31, page 2488], and here we just fill in some details. We introduce the notation

S2n
o :=

{
x ∈M2n(Qp) | tx = −x

}
.

Moreover we write Snq for Sv and Λnq for Λv. Then if we let

(4) Kn := diag[J1, J1, . . . , J1],

with J1 =

(
0 −1
1 0

)
, we note that tKn = −Kn, K−1

n = −Kn, and K2
n = −I2n. Then

we have
Snq
∼= S2n

o , x 7→ ı(x)Kn.

Indeed, by [22, page 73], we have that ı(x∗) = K−1
n

tı(x) Kn. Hence, since Kn is
invertible we need only to check that,

t(ı(x)Kn) = tKn
tı(x) = tKnKnı(x

∗)K−1
n = K2

nı(x
∗)Kn = −ı(x∗)Kn = −(ı(x)Kn).

We now let T 2n
o := {x ∈ S2n

o | tr (xy) ⊂ Zp, ∀y ∈ S2n
o (Zp)}, and for a ζ ∈ T 2n

o define
the orthogonal Siegel-series,

αo(ζ, s, χv) =
∑

σ∈S2n
o /Λ2n

o

ev(−tr (ζσ))χv(ν̃0(σ))ν̃(σ)−s,

where Λ2n
o := S2n(Zp) and ν̃0(σ) and ν̃(σ) for a matrix σ ∈ S2n

o are defined similarly
as above and we refer to [21, Chapter III]. One has that ν(σ) = ν̃(ı(σ)) and ν0(σ) =
ν̃0(ı(σ)).

The following lemma shows that for a finite place, where the quaternion algebra B is
unramified, we have an equality of the quaternionic Siegel type series with the orthogonal
ones.

Lemma 3.4. Let ζ ∈ Tnv . Then we have

α(ζ, s, χv) = αo(
1

2
ı(ζ)Kn, s, χv).

Proof. We have by definition

αo(
1

2
ı(ζ)Kn, s, χv) =

∑
σ∈S2n

o /Λ2n
o

ev(−
1

2
tr (ı(ζ)Knσ))χv(ν̃0(σ)ν̃(σ)−s =

∑
σ∈Snq /Λnq

ev(−
1

2
tr (ı(ζ)Knı(σ)Kn))χv(ν̃0(ı(σ)Kn)ν̃(ı(σ)Kn)−s =

∑
σ∈Snq /Λnq

ev(
1

2
tr (tKnı(ζ)ı(σ)Kn))χv(ν̃0(ı(σ)Kn)ν̃(ı(σ)Kn)−s =
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σ∈Snq /Λnq

ev(−
1

2
tr (ı(ζσ)))χv(ν̃0(ı(σ)))ν̃(ı(σ))−s =

∑
σ∈Snq /Λnq

ev(−λ(ζσ))χv(ν0(σ))ν(σ)−s = α(ζ, χv, s),

where we have used the facts that KnσK
−1
n = tσ, and ν(σK−1

n ) = ν(σ) = ν(tσ) and
similarly for ν̃0. For this we refer to [20, Proposition 3.6 (3)], namely the fact that ν(σ)
is determined by the elementary divisors of the matrix σ. �

We set O the ring of integers of Q(χ), the smallest algebraic extension of Q containing
the values of the finite character χ. Then from [21, Theorem 13.6], where the orthogonal
Siegel series are studied and the identification established in Lemma 3.4 above, we can
obtain the following,

Proposition 3.5. Let v be a finite place, corresponding to a prime number p and assume
that B is unramified at p and p does not divide c. Let ζ ∈ Tnv and write r for its rank
over Bv. Then

α(ζ, s, χv) =

∏n
i=1(1− p2i−2−2sχ∗(p)2)∏n−r

i=1 (1− p4n−r−2i−1−2sχ∗(p)2)
× Pζ(χ∗(p)p−s),

where Pζ(X) ∈ O[X], Pζ(0) = 1. Moreover if det(ıp(ζ)) ∈ 2n+1Z×p then Pζ = 1.

In particular with notation as in Proposition 3.3 we obtain.

Proposition 3.6. Let h ∈ Tn of rank r over B. Then we have that

αc(βq
∗hq, s, χ) =

∏n−r
i=1 Lc(2s− 4n+ 2r + 2i+ 1, χ2)∏n−1

i=0 Lc(2s− 2i, χ2)
×
∏
p∈b

Ph,q,p(χ
∗(p)p−s),

where b is a finite set of primes and Ph,q,p(X) ∈ O[X]. Here, for the Dirichlet character
χ2, we write Lc(s, χ

2) for the Dirichlet series associated to χ2 with the Euler factors at
the primes dividing c removed.

We state one more fact regarding the function ξ(·) above.

Proposition 3.7 (Shimura, page 293 in [17] ). For y ∈ S+
a , h ∈ Sa, the function

ξ(y, h, s, s′) has a meromorphic continuation in s, s′ ∈ C. In particular we have

ξ(y, h, s, s′) =
Γt(s+ s′ − 2n+ 1)

Γn−q(s)Γn−p(s′)
× ω̃(y, h, s, s′),

where p is the number of positive eigenvalues of h, q is the number of negative eigenvalues
of h, t := n− p− q,

Γm(s) := πm(m−1)
m−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− 2i), m ∈ N,

and ω̃(·) is holomorphic with respect to (s, s′) ∈ C2.
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Analytic properties of Siegel-type Eisenstein series. We are now ready to state
the main result of this section. In the following we use the notationE(z, s) = E`(z, s;χ,Γ)
introduced above. The following Theorem should be seen as the analogue in the quater-
nionic case of [19, Theorem 7.3] (symplectic) and [21, Theorem 19.3] (unitary).

Theorem 3.8. For s ∈ C and ` ∈ Z we define the function Gn(s, `) as

Gn(s, `) :=

{
Γn(s+ `), if ` ≥ n,
Γ`(s+ `)Γ(s− `)

∏n−`−2
i=0 Γ(s− `− i), if 0 ≤ ` < n.

We define the function P(s) := Gn(s, `)Λc(χ
2, s)E(z, s), where

Λc(χ
2, s) :=

n−1∏
i=0

Lc(2s− 2i, χ2).

Then P(s) is a meromorphic function on s ∈ C with finitely many poles all of which are
simple. More precisely, the function P(s) is holomorphic if χ2 6= 1, or ` ≥ n. If χ2 = 1
and 0 ≤ ` < n then the possible poles are all simple and are in the set:

{j ∈ Z | n ≤ j ≤ 2n− `}.

Remark 3.9. We note that our result is different in nature from [32, Theorem 3.1] and
[33, Proposition 9.1] where the analytic properties of Siegel-type Eisenstein series are
considered. The differences are: (1) the inclusion of gamma factors in the normalization
of the Eisenstein series, and, (2) the fact that our result is not “generic”, that is it does
depend on the weight of the Eisenstein series, or better say on the particular section
chosen to define the Eisenstein series. Of course the results of [32, 33] apply to more
general Eisenstein series, but the results here, in the particular case, allow us to obtain
a more precise description of the possible poles. We should note here that this kind
of difference also appears between the work of Shimura [19, Theorem 7.3] compared to
the approach taken by Kudla and Rallis [14, Theorem 1.0.1] and [15, Theorem 1.1 and
Theorem 4.12] in the symplectic case.

Proof. Our proof is modeled to the one of [21, Theorem 19.3], where an analogue state-
ment for unitary Siegel-type Eisenstein series is proved.

The fact that the function P(s) has a meromorphic continuation to the entire complex
plane is well-know by the general theory of Eisenstein series due to Langlands. Here
we focus on the location of poles, and their orders. We define E∗(z, s) by E∗(x · i, s) =
jx(i)`E∗(x, s), where x ∈ Ga such that x · i = z = x+ iy ∈ H and we note that the series
E∗(z, s) and E(z, s) have the same analytic properties with respect to the variable s.
In particular by Proposition 3.3 above, and an argument similar to [20, Proposition
19.1] it is enough to study the analytic properties with respect to s ∈ C of the Fourier
coefficients,

Gn(s, `)Λc(χ
2, s)c(h, y1/2, s) =Gn(s, `)×A(y1/2, n, χ)×

(
n−r∏
i=1

Lc(2s− 4n+ 2r + 2i+ 1, χ2)

)
×

∏
p∈b

Ph,1,p(χ
∗(p)p−s)× Γt(2s− 2n+ 1)

Γn−q(s+ `)Γn−p(s− `)
× ω̃(y, h, s+ `, s− `),
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for any h ∈ S and y ∈ S+
a , where p, q, t are as in Proposition 3.7, and r is the rank of

the matrix h, and so r = n− t.

We note that for any integer r, with 0 ≤ r ≤ n the function,

L(s) :=

n−r∏
i=1

Lc(2s− 4n+ 2r + 2i+ 1, χ2)Γ(s− 2n+ r + i+ 1/2),

is holomorphic for χ2 6= 1. Moreover if χ2 = 1 and since c 6= Z we have that it is
meromorphic with simple poles at s = 2n− r− i for i = 1, . . . , n− r, or equivalently at
s = n+ t− i− 1 for i = 0, . . . , t− 1, where t = n− r.
Our aim is to determine a factor G(s), which eventually will be our Gn(s, `), which is
independent of the matrix h, such that the function

F(s) := G(s)× Γt(2s− 2n+ 1)

Γn−q(s+ `)Γn−p(s− `)
×
n−r∏
i=1

Γ(s− 2n+ r + i+ 1/2)−1 × L(s),

has simple poles, and we can locate them independently of the matrix h.

We now introduce some notation used in [19]. For two meromorphic functions f and g
on C we write f � g if f/g is an entire function. We write f ∼ g if f � g and g � f
holds.

The case of ` ≥ n: We claim that we can choose G(s) = Γn(s + `). We first assume
that χ2 6= 1. That is, we know that L(s) is holomorphic for all s ∈ C. Since Γ(2s) ∼
Γ(s)Γ(s+ 1/2), we obtain

Γt(2s− 2n+ 1)∏n−r
i=1 Γ(s− 2n+ r + i+ 1/2)

∼
∏t−1
i=0 Γ(s− n− i+ 1/2)Γ(s− n− i+ 1)∏t

i=1 Γ(s− n− t+ i+ 1/2)
=

t−1∏
i=0

Γ(s−n−i+1)

That is, we need to study the analytic properties of the exression

Γn(s+ `)

Γn−q(s+ `)Γn−p(s− `)
×
t−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− n− i+ 1).

We note that Γm+n(s) ∼ Γm(s)Γn(s−2m) and Γn(s+m) � Γn(s) for n,m ∈ Z+. That
is, Γn(s+ `) ∼ Γp+t(s+ `)Γq(s+ `− 2p− 2t) and Γq+t(s− `) ∼ Γq(s− `)Γt(s− `− 2q)
and hence,

Γn(s+ `)

Γp+t(s+ `)Γq+t(s− `)
×
t−1∏
i=0

Γ(s−n−i+1) ∼ Γq(s+ `− 2p− 2t)

Γq(s− `)Γt(s− `− 2q)
×
t−1∏
i=0

Γ(s−n−i+1) ∼

(5)
Γq(s+ `− 2p− 2t)

Γq(s− `)
×
t−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− n− i+ 1)

Γ(s− `− 2q − 2i)
.

This function is holomorphic if ` − 2p − 2t ≥ −` and −n − i + 1 ≥ −` − 2q − 2i for
i = 0, . . . , t − 1. The first gives ` ≥ p + t and the second n − 1 ≤ ` + 2q + i. Hence if
` > n− 1 both inequalities hold.
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We now consider the case where χ2 = 1. We claim again that the function F(s) is
holomorphic. In this situation we have seen that the function L(s) has simple poles at
s = n+ t− i−1 for i = 0, . . . , t−1. We now see which of these poles can be cancelled by
the expression in Equation (5) above. For ` > n−1 we have that −n−i+1 > −`−2q−2i

and hence the function Γ(s−n−i+1)
Γ(s−`−2q−2i) has a factor (s− n− i), and so zeros at s = n+ i,

for i = 0, . . . , t− 1. That is, all the poles are cancelled.

The case ` < n: We set G(s) = Γ`(s + `)Γ(s − `)
∏n−`−2
i=0 Γ(s − ` − i). Then we see

that we need to understand the analytic properties of the expression

(6)
Γ`(s+ `)Γ(s− `)

∏n−`−2
i=0 Γ(s− `− i)

Γn−q(s+ `)Γn−p(s− `)
×
t−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− n− i+ 1).

We first assume that ` ≥ p+ t, and χ2 6= 1. We note that

(7) Γ`(s+ `)Γ(s− `)
n−`−2∏
i=0

Γ(s− `− i) � Γ`(s+ `)

n−`−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− `− i).

Then the expression in Equation (6) above, up to holomorphic functions, is equal to

Γ`−p−t(s+ `− 2p− 2t)
∏n−`−1
i=0 Γ(s− `− i)

Γq+t(s− `)
×
t−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− n− i+ 1) =

Γ`−p−t(s+ `− 2p− 2t)
∏n−`−1
i=0 Γ(s− `− i)

Γq(s− `)Γt(s− `− 2q)
×
t−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− n− i+ 1) =

(8)
Γ`−p−t(s+ `− 2p− 2t)

∏n−`−1
i=0 Γ(s− `− i)

Γq(s− `)
×
t−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− n− i+ 1)

Γ(s− `− 2q − 2i)
.

The last factor is holomorphic since we are taking ` ≥ p+ t. Moreover

Γ`−p−t(s+ `− 2p− 2t)
∏n−`−1
i=0 Γ(s− `− i)

Γq(s− `)
=

Γ`−p−t(s+ `− 2p− 2t)

Γ`−p−t(s− `)

n−`−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− `− i)
Γ(s− 3`+ 2p+ 2t− 2i)

,

which is holomorphic since ` ≥ p+ t.

We are still assuming ` ≥ p+ t but now we consider the case of χ2 = 1. We observe that
the factor

∏t−1
i=0

Γ(s−n−i+1)
Γ(s−`−2q−2i) in Equation (8) is independent of the substitution made in

Equation (7), in the sense that the zeros produced by the ratio are also zeros appearing
in the initial expression in Equation (6). But then arguing exactly as before we see that
all the poles of the factor L(s) are cancelled by these zeroes. So in this case there are
no poles.
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We now consider the case of ` < p + t and χ2 6= 1. In this case we have Γ`(s+`)
Γp+t(s+`)

∼
Γ`(s+`)

Γ`(s+`)Γp+t−`(s−`) = 1
Γp+t−`(s−`) . Moreover we have that

Γ(s− `)
n−`−2∏
i=0

Γ(s− `− i)×
t−1∏
i=0

Γ(s− n− i+ 1) = Γ(s− `)×
t−2+n−`∏
i=0

Γ(s− `− i).

That is, it is enough to show that

Γ(s− `)×
∏t−2+n−`
i=0 Γ(s− `− i)

Γp+t−`(s− `)Γn−p(s− `)
� 1.

We first observe that

Γ(s−`)×
t−2+n−`∏
i=0

Γ(s−`−i) �
ν−1∏
i=0

Γ(s−`−2i)

ν+µ−1∏
i=0

Γ(s−`−2i) = Γν(s−`)Γν+µ(s−`),

where we have set n + t − ` = 2ν + µ with ν a positive integer and µ ∈ {0, 1}. In
particular we need to show

Γν(s− `)Γν+µ(s− `)
Γp+t−`(s− `)Γn−p(s− `)

� 1.

We now employ an idea of Shimura in [21, page 162], and set α := max{p+ t− `, n−p}
and β := min{p + t − `, n − p}. That is, α + β = n + t − ` = 2ν + µ and hence also
β ≤ ν ≤ ν + µ ≤ α. In particular we have

Γν(s− `) ∼ Γβ(s− `)Γν−β(s− `− 2β),

and
Γα(s− `) ∼ Γν+µ(s− `)Γν−β(s− `− 2(ν + µ)).

In particular
Γν(s− `)Γν+µ(s− `)

Γp+t−`(s− `)Γn−p(s− `)
=

Γν(s− `)Γν+µ(s− `)
Γα(s− `)Γβ(s− `)

∼
Γν−β(s− `− 2β)

Γν−β(s− `− 2(ν + µ))
� 1,

since β ≤ ν + µ.

Finally, we now consider the case of ` < p + t and χ2 = 1. We recall that the poles of
the L(s) factor are

{j ∈ Z | n ≤ j ≤ n+ t− 1}.

We will show that if 2n−` ≤ j ≤ n+t−1, then these poles are cancelled. Indeed in this
case we have ` > n+1− t = p+q+1. Using the notation above we have that α = q+ t,
β = p+ t− ` and α− β > 2q + 1 and so ν > β. Moreover we have 2ν = n+ t− `− µ
and hence 2n− ` ≤ j ≤ 2ν + `+ µ− 1. As we have seen above,

Γν(s− `)Γν+µ(s− `)
Γp+t−`(s− `)Γn−p(s− `)

∼
Γν−β(s− `− 2β)

Γν−β(s− `− 2(ν + µ))
.

The latter expression has zeros at `+ 2β + i for i = 1, . . . , 2(ν − β). For j as above we
have that

0 < 2q < j − `− 2β ≤ 2ν + µ− 2β.
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That is j = ` + 2β + k for 0 < k ≤ 2ν − 2β. In particular we can cancel all the poles
for j ≥ 2n− `. That is, the remaining poles have to be in the interval

{j ∈ Z | n ≤ j ≤ 2n− `}.
�

4. Howe-Weyl Duality

In this section we study the Howe-Weyl duality for the pair Spn(C)×GL2n(C). Our aim
is to prove Theorem 4.2 below, which is an extension of an analogue theorem proved
by Kashiwara and Vergne [12] for the pair On(C) × GLn(C), or more generally for
Om(C)×GLn(C). In the next section we will use this theorem to construct some vector
valued theta series. The presentation of the general setting in this section is taken from
[9, Chapter 5].

We first introduce the Weyl algebra following [9, section 5.6.1]. We let V be a complex
vector space of dimension n and for each vector v ∈ V we write v =

∑n
i=1 xiei, where

xi ∈ C and {ei} denotes the standard basis, after we have fixed an isomorphism of
V with Cn. We write P(V ) for the polynomial functions on V , that is polynomials
in C[xi, i = 1, . . . , n]. We now define the Weyl algebra D(V ) ⊂ End(P(V )) to be the
algebra of polynomial coefficient differential operators on V , generated by

Di :=
∂

∂xi
and Mi := multiplication by xi, i = 1, . . . , n.

We let GL(V ) acting on P(V ) by τ(g)f(x) = f(g−1x), and we can view D(V ) as a
GL(V ) module by g ·T := τ(g)Tτ(g)−1, for T ∈ D(V ) (see [9, page 279]). We now state
the following theorem of Weyl as it is presented in [9, Theorem 5.6.1].

Theorem 4.1 (Weyl). Let G be a reductive algebraic subgroup of GL(V ), and let it act
on P(V ) by τ . Then we have that

P(V ) ∼=
⊕
λ∈S

Eλ ⊗ F λ,

as a D(V )G ⊗C[G] module, where S is a set of irreducible representations of G, F λ an
irreducible C[G]-module, and Eλ an irreducible D(V ) module that uniquely determines
F λ.

We now take G := Spn(C) and V := C2n ⊕ . . . ⊕ C2n =
(
C2n

)2n (This notation
of G is valid for this section only and should not be confused with the general G
of the paper. The latter does not appear in this section.). We let G act on V by
g · [x1, . . . , x2n] = [gx1, . . . gx2n], and we identify V with M2n(C). In particular we
have that G acts on P(V ) = P(M2n) by τ(g)f(x) = f(g−1x), where x = [x1, . . . , x2n]
and xi = t(x1,i, . . . , x2n,i). We now take the symplectic group with respect to the skew-

symmetric bilinear form ω(x, y) = txηny, where ηn =

(
0 −1n
1n 0

)
. Following [9, section

5.6.5], for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2n we define the following elements in D(V )G:
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(9) Dij :=
n∑
k=1

(
∂2

∂xk,i∂xk+n,j
− ∂2

∂xk+n,i∂xk,j

)
,

(10) Mij := multiplication by
n∑
k=1

(xk,ixk+n,j − xk+n,ixk,j) ,

(11) Eij :=
2n∑
k=1

xk,i
∂

∂xk,j
.

We remark here that if we choose to realize Spn(C) using the form Ω(x, y) = txJny,

where Jn =

(
0 sn
−sn 0

)
, where sn is the anti-diagonal matrix with ones on the anti-

diagonal, we have the following elements in D(V )G:

(12) Dij :=
n∑
k=1

(
∂2

∂xk,i∂x2n+1−k,j
− ∂2

∂x2n+1−k,i∂xk,j

)
,

(13) Mij := multiplication by
n∑
k=1

(xk,ix2n+1−k,j − x2n+1−k,ixk,j) ,

(14) Eij :=
2n∑
k=1

xk,i
∂

∂xk,j
.

We now define g := span {Eij + nδij ,Mij , Dij} ⊂ D(V )G, where δii = 1 and δij = 0
if i 6= j. It is then shown in [9, Theorem 5.6.14] that g is a Lie subalgebra of D(V )G

isomorphic to so(4n,C) and generates D(V )G. In particular, using the general theorem
of Weyl above, we have that P(V ) ∼=

⊕
λ∈S E

λ⊗F λ, where S is a subset of irreducible
representations of Spn(C) in bijection with irreducible Lie algebra representations Eλ
of so(4n,C).

Following [10], we now consider the Spn(C)-harmonic polynomials defined as

H := H(V ) := {f ∈ P(V ) | Dijf = 0 for all i and j} .

(Note: We will use the notation H to denote the harmonic polynomials only in this
section, and hence there is no risk of confusing it with the symmetric space of the
quaternionic modular forms.)

By [9, Equation (5.94)] we have [Eij+δij , Drs] = −δirDjs+δisDjr. In particular we may
viewH as a g′ := span {Eij}module, and of course we have that g′ ∼= gl(2n,C). Actually
the action of g′ on H is nothing else than the differential of the action ρ(g)f(x) = f(xg)
of g ∈ GL2n(C). We consider Hλ := H ∩ (Eλ ⊗ F λ). It is then shown by Howe in [10,
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Theorem 9] that Hλ is an irreducible GL2n(C)⊗Spn(C) module. In particular we have
the GL2n(C)× Spn(C)-module decomposition

(15) H =
⊕
λ∈S
Hλ.

We now denote with T the set of maximal weights of the irreducible representations of
GL2n(C) obtained in this decomposition. It is not hard to see that this is independent
on the realization of the group Spn(C), i.e. whether we consider the bilinear form ω or
Ω above.

We take that Spn(C) is realized by the bilinear form Ω defined above. With respect to
this realization we have that a maximal torus H ⊂ Spn(C) is given

H = {t = diag[t1, . . . .tn, t
−1
n , . . . , t−1

1 ], ti ∈ C×},
and the corresponding Borel subgroup consists of the upper triangular matrices in
Spn(C). The irreducible representations of Spn(C) are parametrized by the dominant
integral weights µ =

∏n
i=1 ε

mi
i where mi ∈ Z with m1 ≥ m2 ≥ · · · ≥ mn ≥ 0, and εi is

the character on H given by εi(t) = ti. Similarly for GL2n we take the diagonal matrices
to play the role of the selected maximal torus and we also write εi with i = 1, . . . , 2n
for the multiplicative characters given by mapping an invertible diagonal matrix to the
ith element of the diagonal.

Theorem 4.2. The set T appearing above is given by

T = {(m1,m2, . . . ,mn, 0, . . . , 0) | m1 ≥ m2 ≥ . . . ≥ mn ≥ 0} .

Proof. We follow an idea of Kashiwara and Vergne in [12] where the pair On(C) ×
GLn(C) was considered.

We first establish that if f ∈ H is a highest weight vector for the action of GL2n(C)
and a lowest weight vector for the action of Spn(C), then it has to be of the form

f(x) = ∆1(x)a1∆2(x)a2 · · ·∆n(x)an ,

where ai ∈ N = {0, 1, . . .} and ∆`(x) is the determinant of the ` × ` leading minor of
the matrix x ∈M2n.

Indeed it is easy to see that a function f of the form above (product of ∆`(x) with
` < n + 1) is a harmonic function since we have ∂

∂xk,i
∆`(x) = 0 for all k > n and

` < n + 1. We furthermore note that ∆`(x) ∈ P(V )N
−
n ×N+

n where N+
n (resp. N−n ) are

the upper-triangular (resp. lower-triangular) unipotent matrices of size 2n, and clearly
for a, b diagonal matrices with a ∈ Spn(C) and b ∈ GL2n(C) we have ρ(a, b)∆`(x) =
λ`(a)−1λ`(b)∆`(x) where λ` is the character on the diagonal matrices given by λ` =∏`
i=1 εi.

Given now an n-tuple m := (m1, . . . ,mn) with mi ∈ Z and m1 ≥ m2 ≥ · · · ≥ mn ≥ 0
we define the harmonic function

∆m(x) :=

n∏
i=1

∆i(x)mi−mi+1 ,

where we set mn+1 = 0. Then ∆m is a lowest weight vector for the action of Spn(C)
of weight (−m1,−m2, . . . ,−mn) and a highest weight vector for GL2n(C) of weight
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(m1, . . . ,mn, 0, . . . , 0). That is the irreducible representation of Spn(C) of lowest weight
(−m1,−m2, . . . ,−mn) pairs with the irreducible representation of GL2n(C) of highest
weight vector (m1, . . . ,mn, 0, . . . , 0). But the irreducible representation of Spn(C) of
lowest weight (−m1, . . . ,−mn) has highest weight (m1, . . . ,mn). Indeed by Theorem
3.2.13 in [9] the highest and lowest weights are related by λ and w0(λ) where w0 the
unique element in the Weyl group changing positive to negative roots (under our se-
lected torus) and in the case of Spn(C) the element w0 acts as −In with resect to the
characters εi (see Lemma 3.1.6 in [9]). In particular the highest weight vector represen-
tation of Spn(C) of weight m will pair with the highest weight vector representation
(m1, . . . ,mn, 0, . . . , 0) of GL2n(C). Since we have accounted for all possible finite di-
mensional representations of Spn(C) and each of them contributes with multiplicity at
most one, we conclude that these are all possible pairs. �

We will denote by Tn the set of irreducible polynomial representations (ρ, V ) of GL2n(C)
with maximal weight belonging to the set T . That is,

(16) Tn := {ρ : GL2n(C)→ Aut(V ) | ρ irreducible and polynomial with mρ ∈ T} ,
where mρ ∈ Z2n denotes the maximal weight of the irreducible representation ρ.

We note here that we can realize such a representation ρ by taking right translates
by GL2n(C) of an element ∆m above, with m the corresponding tuple in T . As it is
explained in [6, page 59] in this way we obtain a polynomial map P : M2n(C)→ V with
the property that:

(1) if we write P (x) = t (p1(x), . . . , pd(x)) with d = dimC(V ), then all coordinates
pj(x) ∈ H, j = 1, . . . , d,

(2) P (x tg) = ρ(g)P (x) for all g ∈ GL2n(C), and x ∈M2n(C).

The polynomial map P (x) as well as the polynomials pj(x) will be called “plurihar-
monic”.

5. Quaternionic Theta Series.

The main aim of this section is to construct some vector valued theta series, which we
will use later. For this contruction we will use the pluriharmonic polynomials whose ex-
istence we proved in the previous section. Another vital component of our construction
is a quaternionic Jacobi theta series constructed by Krieg in [13, Chapter IV]. We first
fix some notation.

We recall that we write ı : Mn(H)C → M2n(C) for the isomorphism induced from the

embedding ı : Mn(H) ↪→M2n(C), where ı(A+ jB) =

(
A −B
B A

)
, with A,B ∈Mn(C).

For M = A + iB ∈ Mn(H)C = Mn(H) ⊗R C with A,B ∈ Mn(H) we define M∗ :=
A∗ + iB∗. It is important to note here that this notation will be valid in this section
only, as it differs from the notation introduced before where we had setM∗ = A∗− iB∗.
We then introduce the pairing τ : Mn(H)C ×Mn(H)C → C by

τ(M1,M2) :=
1

2
tr (M1M

∗
2 +M2M

∗
1 ) ∈ C.
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In the above definition we do indeed mean the sum of the diagonal entries of the matrix
and not the “reduced” trace introduced before. A priori τ(M1,M2) ∈ H but since
(M1M

∗
2 + M2M

∗
1 )∗ = M1M

∗
2 + M2M

∗
1 it is easy to see that this is actually in C. We

now list some further properties of this pairing that we will use repeatedly later, and
refer to [13, Chapter IV, Proposition 1.1] for a proof. For A,B,C ∈Mn(H)C, we have

(1) τ(A,B) = τ(B,A) = τ(A∗, B∗) and
(2) τ(A,B C) = τ(A,C B∗) = τ(B,A∗C).

Moreover we note that the map is C-linear, that is for a constant c ∈ C, and A,B ∈
Mn(H)C we have c τ(A,B) = τ(cA,B) = τ(A, cB) as for example follows from [13,
Chapter IV, Equations (2) and (3)].

For ξ = (ξij) ∈Mn(H) we write ξ = v + jw, with v = (vij), w = (wij) ∈Mn(C) and its

image ı(ξ) ∈ M2n(C) is given by
(
v −w̄
w v̄

)
. For a polynomial map p : M2n(C) → C,

we write p(D) for the differential operator obtained by

p

(
∂
∂vij

− ∂
∂wij

∂
∂wij

∂
∂vij

)
, i, j = 1, . . . , n.

Our first step towards the construction of the vector valued theta series is to construct
some differential operators. We first prove the following Proposition, in the statement of
which the notion of a “pluriharmonic” polynomial is understood in the sense of the last
section, where we consider the bilinear form ω as the symplectic form for the definition
of Spn(C) there. In particular a pluriharmonic polynomial p is annihilated by the
operators Dij as given in Equation (9).

Proposition 5.1. Let p(x) be a pluriharmonic polynomial, and let φ ∈ C∞(Mn(H)).
Then for an a ∈Mn(H)C, we have that

(1) p(D)eτ(a, ξ∗ξ)φ(ξ)|ξ=0 = p(D)φ(ξ)|ξ=0, if a∗ = a,
(2) Let c ∈ C. Then we have

p(D)ec τ(a, ξ)|ξ=0 = p
( c

2
ı̃(a)

)
,

where if a = x+ iy ∈Mn(H)C we write ı̃(a) := ı(x) + i ı(y) ∈M2n(C).

Proof. We first establish the second part of the Proposition. Since ξ occurs linearly
in the exponent, by the properties of the exponential function it is easy to see that
it is enough to establish the statement for the monomials ∂

∂vij
, ∂
∂wij

, ∂
∂vij

, ∂
∂wij

. We
demonstrate the proof for ∂

∂vij
and similarly one can argue for the rest. We have,

τ(a, ξ) =
1

2
tr (a ξ∗ + ξ a∗) =

1

2
tr ((x+ iy)ξ∗ + ξ(x∗ + iy∗)) =

1

2
(tr (x ξ∗ + ξ x∗) + itr (y ξ∗ + ξ y)) =

1

2
(tr (ı(x∗ξ)) + itr (ı(y∗ξ))).
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If we now write x = a + jb with a, b ∈ Mn(C) then ı(x∗) =

(
ta tb
−tb ta

)
. In particular

we have that tr (ı(x∗ξ)) = tr (t av + tbw + tbw + tav). Similarly we obtain tr (ı(y∗ξ)) =
tr (tcv + tdw + tdw + tcv), where y = c+ jd. In particular

∂

∂vij
ec τ(a, ξ) =

c

2
eτ(a, ξ) ∂

∂vij

(
tr (ta v) + itr (tc v)

)
But tr (ta v) =

∑
ij
tajivij and similarly tr (tc v) =

∑
ij
tcjivij , and hence

∂

∂vij

(
tr (ta v) + itr (tc v)

)
= taji + i tcji = aij + i cij ,

which is exactly what is stated in the proposition.

We now prove the first statement. Our proof is inspired by the proof of [24, Lemma
A3.6], where the case of On(C)-harmonic polynomials is considered.

By writing p as a sum of homogeneous polynomials we may assume without loss of
generality that p is homogeneous. We now observe that if q(x) = q(x1, . . . , xm) is some
homogeneous polynomial in the variables x1, . . . , xm, then if we set qxi(x) := ∂q

∂xi
then

we have that

(17) [q(
∂

∂x1
, . . . ,

∂

∂xm
)(xiφ)](0) = [qxi(

∂

∂x1
, . . . ,

∂

∂xm
)φ](0),

for every i and every C∞ function φ. Moreover if q is of degree d then we have that

(18) dq(x) =
m∑
i=1

xiqxi(x).

We now note that since a∗ = a we have that τ(a, ξ∗ξ) = λ(a ξ∗ξ) = λ(x ξ∗ξ) + iλ(y ξ∗ξ)
for a = x+ iy with x, y ∈Mn(H). But then

tr (x ξ∗ξ) = tr

(
ı(x)

(
v∗v + w∗w w∗v̄ − v∗w̄
− tw v + tvw tww̄ + tvv̄

))
=

tr
(
x1(v∗v + w∗w) + x2(− tw v + tvw) + x3(w∗v̄ − v∗w̄) + x4(tww̄ + tvv̄)

)
,

where ı(x) =

(
x1 x2

x3 x4

)
with xi ∈Mn(C). And a similar expression holds for λ(y ξ∗ξ).

Putting these together it is then enough to show the following statements:

[p(D)(ωφ)](0) = [p(D)φ](0),

where

(19) ω = ω(v, w) = exp(
∑
hk

chk(

n∑
i=1

v̄ihvik +

n∑
i=1

w̄ihwik)),

or

(20) ω = ω(v, w) = exp(
∑
hk

chk(
n∑
i=1

vihwik −
n∑
i=1

wihvik)),
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for chk ∈ C. We will perform induction on the degree d of p. We first consider the case
of Equation (19). We note that

∂ω

∂vαβ
= ω

∑
h

chβ v̄αh,
∂ω

∂wαβ
= ω

∑
h

chβw̄αh,

and
∂ω

∂v̄αβ
= ω

∑
k

cβkvαk,
∂ω

∂w̄αβ
= ω

∑
k

cβkwαk.

Then by (17) and (18) above we may write

[dp(D)(ωφ)](0) =

 n∑
i,h=1

(
pvih(D)

∂

∂vih
+ pv̄ih(D)

∂

∂v̄ih
+ pwih(D)

∂

∂wih
+ pw̄ih(D)

∂

∂w̄ih

)
(ωφ)

 (0) =

n∑
i,h=1

(
[pvih(D)(ω

∂φ

∂vih
)](0) + [pv̄ih(D)(ω

∂φ

∂v̄ih
)](0) + [pwih(D)(ω

∂φ

∂wih
)](0) + [pw̄ih(D)(ω

∂φ

∂w̄ih
)](0)

)
+

∑
i,h,k

ckh

(
pvih
∂v̄ik

+
pwih
∂w̄ik

)
(D)(ωφ)

 (0) +

∑
i,h,k

chk

(
pv̄ih
∂vik

+
pw̄ih
∂wik

)
(D)(ωφ)

 (0).

Since pvih , pwih , pv̄ih and pw̄ih are all of degree d − 1, by the induction hypothesis and
(18) the first term is equal to
n∑

i,h=1

(
[pvih(D)(

∂φ

∂vih
)](0) + [pv̄ih(D)(

∂φ

∂v̄ih
)](0) + [pwih(D)(

∂φ

∂wih
)](0) + [pw̄ih(D)(

∂φ

∂w̄ih
)](0)

)
=

[dp(D)φ](0).

But the last term in the summand is zero, since it is equal to∑
h,k

ckh
∑
i

(
pvih
∂v̄ik

+
pwih
∂w̄ik

)
(D)(ωφ)

 (0)+

∑
h,k

chk
∑
i

(
pv̄ih
∂vik

+
pw̄ih
∂wik

)
(D)(ωφ)

 (0),

and we have that
∑

i
pvih
∂v̄ik

+
pwih
∂w̄ik

=
∑

i
pv̄ih
∂vik

+
pw̄ih
∂wik

= 0 since p is harmonic. Indeed in
the notation of Section 4, this is nothing else than Dh,k+np = 0 for 1 ≤ h, k ≤ n.
We now consider the case of Equation (20). As before we have,

∂ω

∂vαβ
= ω

(∑
k

cβkwαk −
∑
h

chβwαh

)
,

and
∂ω

∂wαβ
= ω

(∑
h

chβvαh −
∑
k

cβkvαk

)
,

and ∂ω
∂v̄αβ

= ∂ω
∂w̄αβ

= 0. We then have

[dp(D)(ωφ)](0) =

 n∑
i,h=1

(
pvih(D)

∂

∂vih
+ pv̄ih(D)

∂

∂v̄ih
+ pwih(D)

∂

∂wih
+ pw̄ih(D)

∂

∂w̄ih

)
(ωφ)

 (0) =
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n∑
i,h=1

(
[pvih(D)(ω

∂φ

∂vih
)](0) + [pv̄ih(D)(ω

∂φ

∂v̄ih
)](0) + [pwih(D)(ω

∂φ

∂wih
)](0) + [pw̄ih(D)(ω

∂φ

∂w̄ih
)](0)

)
+

∑
i,h,k

(
chk

pvih
∂wik

− ckh
pvih
∂wik

)
(D)(ωφ)

 (0) +

∑
i,h,k

(
ckh

pwih
∂vik

− chk
pwih
∂vik

)
(D)(ωφ)

 (0)

But the last term can be rewritten as∑
i,h,k

chk

(
pvih
∂wik

− pwih
∂vik

)
(D)(ωφ)

 (0) +

∑
i,h,k

ckh

(
pwih
∂vik

− pvih
∂wik

)
(D)(ωφ)

 (0),

which is equal to zero since
∑

i

(
pvih
∂wik

− pwih
∂vik

)
=
∑

i

(
pwih
∂vik
− pvih

∂wik

)
= 0 as p is pluri-

harmonic. Indeed, in the notation of section 4, this is nothing else than Dhkp = 0 for
1 ≤ h, k ≤ n. �

Following Krieg as in [13] we now introduce a Jacobi theta series associated to an even
hermitian positive definite matrix s ∈ Mn(H). Here even means that sjj ∈ 2Z and
sij ∈ o] for i 6= j, where

o] := {x ∈ B | Re(xyρ) ∈ Z, ∀y ∈ o}.

The level of an even matrix s is defined as the smallest positive integer q such that
q

vol(o)s
−1 is again an even hermitian matrix, where vol(o) is defined as the Euclidean

volume of a fundamental parallelotope of the lattice o.

We define the lattice Λ := Mn(o) ↪→ Mn(H) ↪→ Mn(H) ⊗R C = M2n(C). Then for
z ∈ H, and u,w ∈Mn(H)⊗R C, we define the Jacobi theta series,

Θs(z;u,w) := Θ(z;u,w) =
∑
λ∈Λ

e(τ(z, s[λ− w]) + 2τ(u, λ− w)),

where e(x) := exp(πix), for x ∈ C. This is the definition in [13, page 101] where we
have set P = −w and Q = u with the notation used there. By [13, Theorem 3.6] we
then have,

Theorem 5.2 (Krieg). Suppose that s is of level q > 1, and write q for the ideal
generated by q. Then for any γ ∈ Γ0(q) we have

Θ(z;u,w) = j(γ, z)−nψ(γ)κ(γ; (u,w))Θ(γ(z); γ ∗ (u,w)),

where γ ∗ (u,w) := (ua∗γ + swb∗γ , wd
∗
γ + s−1uc∗γ) and

κ(γ; (u,w)) = exp(πiτ(s[w], d∗γbγ) + πiτ(s−1[u], a∗γcγ) + 2πiτ(w∗u, b∗γcγ)).

Moreover ψ is a character defined as

ψ(γ) = t−4n2
det(αγ)n

∑
k∈Mn(o)/tMn(o)

exp(−πiτ(s[k], a−1
γ bγ)),

with t ∈ N such that ta−1
γ ∈Mn(o).

Remark 5.3. We make the following two remarks,
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(1) Even though Krieg’s book [13] is written for a specific quaternion algebra (the
quaternions of Hurwitz) it is easy to see that at least the theorem stated above
and its proof is valid for any quaternion algebra and order.

(2) We note here that in the notation of [13] we have that det(Â) = det(A)2, which
explains the different power of the (reduced) determinant.

We now consider a bit in more detail the character ψ above. In particular we show,

Lemma 5.4. The character ψ is trivial if we restrict it to the subgroup Γ0(mq) where
m is the ideal generated by the product of all finite primes of Z where B is ramified and
do not divide q.

Proof. We first note that we since αγ ∈ GLn(B) we have that det(αγ) ∈ Q×+. In
particular we may rewrite the above expression as

(21) ψ(γ) = t−4n2

∏
p∈h
|det(αγ)|−np

 ∑
k∈Mn(o)/tMn(o)

exp(−πiτ(s[k], a−1
γ bγ))

Moreover for any prime p we have that ordp(t) = 1 if p divides mq. Indeed since
γ ∈ Γ0(mq) we have that aγd∗γ−bγc∗γ = 1n and since cγ ∈ po we have that det(aγd

∗
γ) ≡ 1

(mod p) which gives that det(aγ) ∈ Z×p . After writing t =
∏
i p
ai
i and use the Chinese

Remainder Theorem we can restrict to the case where t = pa for some prime number
p which is relative prime to mq. Using the identification ı : Mn(op) = M2n(Zp) we see
that for any matrix σ ∈ Mn(op) with σ∗ = σ we have with t equal the denominator of
σ, ∑

k∈Mn(op)/tMn(op)

ep(πiτ(s[k], σ)) =
∑

k∈Mn(op)/tMn(op)

ep(πitr (ı(k∗skσ))) =

∑
k∈Mn(op)/tMn(op)

ep(πitr (K−1
n

tı(k)Kns̃K
−1
n ı(k)σ̃K−1

n )),

for some skew-symmetric matrices s̃, σ̃ ∈M2n(Qp). We can rewrite the sum as∑
k∈M2n(Zp)/tM2n(Zp)

ep(−πitr (tkKns̃K
−1
n kσ̃)) =

∑
k∈M2n(Zp)/tM2n(Zp)

ep(πitr (tkΨkσ̃)),

where we have set Ψ := Kns̃Kn, a skew-symmetric matrix in M2n(Qp) and Kn was
defined in Equation (4). This kind of exponential sums have been computed in [21,
page 115, proof of Lemma 14.8]. Indeed it is shown there that,∑

k∈M2n(Zp)/tM2n(Zp)

ep(πitr (tkΨkσ̃)) = ν[σ̃]−nt4n
2
.

We now choose σ = α−1
γ bγ to evaluate (21) above. The lemma follows, since ν[α−1

γ bγ ] =

|det(aγ)|−1
p by definition and ν[σ̃] = ν[σ̃K−1

n ]. �

Assume now that we are given a polynomial representation (ρ, V ) ∈ Tn of GL2n(C),
where Tn was defined in (16) above. In particular, as it was explained at the end
of the previous section, we can find a polynomial map p : M2n(C) → V such that
p(xtg) = ρ(g)p(x) for all x ∈ M2n(C) and g ∈ GL2n(C). Furthermore if we write
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p(x) = t(p1(x), . . . , pd(x)) for d := dimC V , then we have that the pi(x) are plurihar-
monic in the sense discussed above. Moreover given such a polynomial map p(x) =
t(p1(x), . . . , pd(x)) we define a differential operator p(D) := t(p1(D), . . . , pd(D)), with
pi(D) as above. This operator maps scalar valued functions to V -valued functions by
p(D)f := t(p1(D)f, . . . , pd(D)f).

We consider now a finite Hecke character χ of Q of conductor some integral ideal n
generated by some ν ∈ N and a polynomial map p(x) : M2n(C) → V as above. For an
element y ∈ Mn(H)C we set p(y) := p(ı(y)), and p(y) := p(ı(y)). We then define the
series,

θ(z;χ, p) :=
∑
λ∈Λ

χ∗(det(λ))p
(
s1/2λ

)
e(τ(z, s[λ])),

where we recall that e(x) := exp(πix), for x ∈ C, Λ = Mn(o), and χ∗ is the associated
ideal character to χ (see page 3). We then prove:

Theorem 5.5. Assume that m divides n. Then we have that,

θ(z) := θ(z;χ, p) ∈Mρn(Γ0(n2q), χ),

where q denotes the ideal generated by q. Moreover we have

θ(z) =
∑
σ∈S+

cθ(σ)ea(λ(σz)),

where
cθ(σ) =

∑
ξ∈Ξσ

χ∗(det(ξ))p
(
s1/2ξ

)
,

and Ξσ := {ξ ∈Mn(o) | σ = ξ∗sξ}.

Proof. The rest of this section is devoted to proving this theorem. We will apply the
differential operators discussed above to the Jacobi-theta series. This idea goes back to
Andrianov and Maloletkin [2] (see also [26]), where scalar valued symplectic theta series
were considered. In the following calculation we will repeatedly use the properties (1)
and (2) of the pairing τ : Mn(H)C ×Mn(H)C → C above.

We note that we may write

(22) θ(z;χ, p) =
∑

λ̃∈Λ/nΛ

χ∗(det(λ̃))θ
λ̃
(z; n, p),

where θ
λ̃
(z; n, p) :=

∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃
p
(
s1/2λ

)
e(τ(z, s[λ])), and here we have set

Λ
λ̃

:= {λ ∈ Λ | λ ≡ λ̃ (mod nΛ)}.

We now claim that for a variable ξ ∈Mn(H)⊗R C we have

ρ(A)θ
λ̃
(z; n, p) = p(D)Θν2s(z; 0,−ν−1λ̃− ν−1s−1/2ξ)|ξ=0

,

where A := π i tı̃(z) ∈ GL2n(C) (see Proposition (5.1) for the notation) and in the right
hand side of the equation we identify the class λ̃ with one of its representatives. We
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remark here that the equation holds independently of the choice of this representative.
Indeed we have

Θν2s(z; 0,−ν−1λ̃− ν−1s−1/2ξ) =
∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃

e(τ(z, s[λ+ s−1/2ξ]) =

∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃

e(τ(z, s[λ]) + τ(z, ξ∗ξ) + 2τ(z, λ∗s1/2ξ)) =

∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃

e(τ(z, s[λ]) + τ(z, ξ∗ξ) + 2τ(s1/2λz, ξ)),

and hence there is no dependency on the choice of the representative λ̃. Now using
Proposition 5.1, and the notation there, we conclude that

ρ(A)θ
λ̃
(z; n, p) = p(D)Θν2s(z; 0,−ν−1λ̃− ν−1s−1/2ξ)|ξ=0

,

where we have used the fact that

p

(
πi ˜ı(s1/2λz)

)
= p

(
˜ı(s1/2λ)πi t

(
tı̃(z)

))
= ρ(A)p

(
˜ı(s1/2λ)

)
.

Moreover for γ ∈ Γ0(n2q) we have that

Θν2s(z; 0,−ν−1λ̃− ν−1s−1/2ξ) =

j(γ, z)−nψ(γ)e(τ(s[λ̃+ s−1/2ξ)], d∗γbγ))Θf2
χs

(γ(z); γ ∗ (0,−ν−1λ̃− ν−1s−1/2ξ)).

Moreover, we have that

Θν2s(γ(z); γ ∗ (0,−ν−1λ̃− ν−1s−1/2ξ)) =

Θν2s(γ(z); fχs(−λ̃− s−1/2ξ)b∗γ , (−ν−1λ̃− ν−1s−1/2ξ)d∗γ) =∑
λ∈Λ

e(τ(γ(z), s[nλ+ (λ̃+ s−1/2ξ)d∗γ ]) + 2τ(s(−λ̃− s−1/2ξ)b∗γ , νλ+ (λ̃+ s−1/2ξ)d∗γ)) =∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃d∗γ

e(τ(γ(z), s[λ+ s−1/2ξd∗γ ]) + 2τ(s(−λ̃− s−1/2ξ)b∗γ , λ+ s−1/2ξd∗γ)) =

∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃d∗γ

e(τ(γ(z), s[λ+ s−1/2ξd∗γ ]) + 2τ(s(−λ̃− s−1/2ξ)b∗γ , λ+ s−1/2ξd∗γ)) =

∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃d∗γ

e(τ(γ(z), λ∗sλ+ 2dγξ
∗s1/2λ+ dγξ

∗ξd∗γ)− 2τ(s(λ̃+ s−1/2ξ)b∗γ , λ+ s−1/2ξd∗γ)).

We now note that

e(τ(s[λ̃+ s−1/2ξ)], d∗γbγ)) = e(τ(s[λ̃] + s[s−1/2ξ], d∗γbγ) + 2τ(sλ̃, s−1/2ξd∗γbγ)) =

e(τ(s[λ̃] + ξ∗ξ, d∗γbγ) + 2τ(s1/2λ̃b∗γ , ξd
∗
γ))

That is,

Θν2s(z; 0,−ν−1λ̃− ν−1s−1/2ξ) = j(γ, z)−nψ(γ)e(τ(s[λ̃] + ξ∗ξ, d∗γbγ))×∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃d∗γ

e(τ(γ(z), λ∗sλ+2dγξ
∗s1/2λ+dγξ

∗ξd∗γ)−2(τ(sλ̃b∗γ , λ)+τ(ξ∗ξ, d∗γbγ)+τ(s1/2ξb∗γ , λ))
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We now use the identity: z(cγz + dγ)−1dγ = d∗γγ(z)dγ − b∗γdγ to obtain the equality∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃d∗γ

e(τ(γ(z), λ∗sλ+2dγξ
∗s1/2λ+dγξ

∗ξd∗γ)−2(τ(sλ̃b∗γ , λ)+τ(ξ∗ξ, d∗γbγ)+τ(s1/2ξb∗γ , λ)) =

∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃d∗γ

e(τ(z(cγz+dγ)−1dγ , ξ
∗ξ)+2τ(z(cγz+dγ)−1, ξ∗s1/2λ)+τ(γ(z), λ∗sλ)−2(τ(sλ̃b∗γ , λ)),

and hence we obtain,

Θν2s(z; 0,−ν−1λ̃− ν−1s−1/2ξ) = j(γ, z)−nψ(γ)e(τ(s[λ̃] + ξ∗ξ, d∗γbγ))×∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃d∗γ

e(τ(z(cγz+dγ)−1dγ , ξ
∗ξ)+2τ(z(cγz+dγ)−1, ξ∗s1/2λ)+τ(γ(z), λ∗sλ)−2(τ(sλ̃b∗γ , λ)).

We now note that s[λ̃] is even (see [13, page 108]) and hence since d∗γbγ = b∗γdγ we
have that e(τ(s[λ̃], d∗γbγ) = 1 by [13, page 107, Proposition 1.10 (ii)]. Moreover we
have that e(2τ(sλ̃b∗γ , λ) = 1 since τ(sλ̃b∗γ , λ) = τ(s, λbγ λ̃

∗) ∈ Z since s ∈ Mn(o]) and
bγ λ̃λ ∈Mn(o). That is,

Θν2s(z; 0,−ν−1λ̃− ν−1s−1/2ξ) = j(γ, z)−nψ(γ)e(τ(ξ∗ξ, d∗γbγ))×∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃d∗γ

e(τ(z(cγz + dγ)−1dγ , ξ
∗ξ) + τ(z(cγz + dγ)−1, ξ∗s1/2λ) + τ(γ(z), λ∗sλ)).

This gives,∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃

e(τ(z, s[λ]) + τ(z, ξ∗ξ) + 2τ(s1/2λz, ξ)) = j(γ, z)−nψ(γ)e(τ(ξ∗ξ, d∗γbγ))×

∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃d∗γ

e(τ(z(cγz + dγ)−1dγ , ξ
∗ξ) + 2τ(z(cγz + dγ)−1, ξ∗s1/2λ) + τ(γ(z), λ∗sλ)).

Or equivalently∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃

e(τ(z, s[λ]) + τ(z, ξ∗ξ) + 2τ(s1/2λz, ξ)) = j(γ, z)−nψ(γ)e(τ(ξ∗ξ, d∗γbγ))×

∑
λ∈Λ

λ̃d∗γ

e(τ(z(cγz + dγ)−1dγ , ξ
∗ξ) + 2τ(s1/2λ(cγz + dγ)−∗z, ξ) + τ(γ(z), λ∗sλ)).

We now apply the operator p(D)|ξ=0 to both sides and we have seen that the left hand
side is nothing else than ρ(A)θ

λ̃
(z; n, p), where we recall from above that A = π i tı̃(z) ∈

GL2n(C). Similarly the right hand is equal to

j(γ, z)−nψ(γ)ρ(A)ρ(cγz + dγ)−1θ
λ̃d∗γ

(γ(z); n, p).

For this one uses that

p

(
πi ˜ı(s1/2λ) ˜ı(cγz + dγ)−∗ı̃(z))

)
= p

(
˜ı(s1/2λ) t

(
t
(

˜ı(cγz + dγ)−∗
))

t
(
πi tı̃(z)

))
=

ρ(A)p

(
˜ı(s1/2λ) tı(cγz + dγ)−1

)
= ρ(A)ρ((cγz + dγ)−1)p

(
˜ı(s1/2λ)

)
.
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Putting everything together we get,

θ
λ̃
(z; n, p) = j(γ, z)−nψ(γ)ρ(cγz + dγ)−1θ

λ̃d∗γ
(γ(z); n, p),

or equivalently, using Equation (22),

χ∗(det(dγ))ψ(γ)ρn(J(γ, z))θ(z;χ, p) = θ(γ(z);χ, p), γ ∈ Γ0(n2q).

By Lemma 5.4 we have that ψ(γ) = 1. The last statement regarding the Fourier
expansion of the theta series follows directly from the definition. �

6. The standard L-function

In this section we introduce the standard L-function attached to a quaternionic modular
form. Our approach follows [24, Section 19], where the cases of Siegel and Hermitian
modular forms are considered.

We let c be an ideal of Z and we assume that v | c for every finite place v where the
division algebra B is ramified. We define the groups

E :=
∏
v∈h

GLn(ov), M := {x ∈ GLn(B)h | xv ∈Mn(ov), ∀v ∈ h},

andQ := {diag[r̂, r] r ∈M}. Then for every v ∈ h we haveGv = D[b−1, b]vQvD[b−1, b]v.
Indeed, if v ∈ h is a place where the division algebra B is unramified then this follows
from [25, Theorem 6.10], and the identification of Gv with SO(2n, 2n)v. If on the other
hand v is a finite place where B is ramified, then this has been established in [28,
Theorem 6].

Lemma 6.1. Let D := D[b−1, bc] and for a finite place v |c, let σ = diag[q̂, q] ∈ Qv.
Then we have that

DvσDv =
⊔
d,b

Dv

(
d̂ d̂b
0 d

)
,

where d ∈ Ev \ EvqEv and b ∈ S(b−1
v )/d∗S(b−1

v )d.

Proof. This can be shown exactly as [24, Lemma 19.2]. �

We now set S′ := {σ ∈ Sh | σv ∈ S(b−1
v ) ∀v | c}. We let β ∈ A×h such that b = βZ.

Lemma 6.2. Let χ be a character, ζ ∈ Sh and g ∈ M such that g∗β−1ζg ∈ Th. If we
set X := S′/gSh(b−1)g∗, then,∑
x∈X

eh(−λ(ζx))χ∗(ν0(βx)))ν(βx)−s =

{
| det(g)|−(2n−1)

h αc(β
−1ζ, χ, s), if β−1ζ ∈ Th

0, otherwise.

Proof. This can be proven similarly to [24, Lemma 19.6] as soon as we establish that
[Sh(b−1) : gSh(b−1)g∗] = |det(g)|−(2n−1)

h . As in [21, Lemma 13.2] this can be reduced
to the case of g being diagonal. Then if v is a place where the algebra B splits the
statement is done in that lemma. If v is a place where B ramifies then it follows from
the facts (see [22, page 79]) that [o : oα] = |det(α)|−2

v and that α∗oα = oα∗α. �
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For D as above we define the set A := DQD, and consider the Hecke algebra T :=
T(A, D) as the Q-linear span of DαD for α ∈ A. Given an f ∈ Sρ(D,ψ) we have the
usual action of DξD ∈ T by (f |DξD)(x) =

∑
y∈Y ψc(det(ay))

−1f(xy−1), where Y is
a finite subset of Gh such that DξD = ty∈YDy. We now assume that f 6= 0 is an
eigenform, that is f |DξD = λf (ξ)f , λf (ξ) ∈ C for all ξ ∈ A. For a character χ we define
the series

D(s, f , χ) =
∑

ξ∈D\A/D

λf (ξ)χ
∗(aξ)N(aξ)

−s, Re(s)� 0,

where aξ := det(r)Z if ξ ∈ D[b−1, b]diag[r−1, r∗]D[b−1, b], with r ∈M . We further set:

L(s, f , χ) :=

(
2n∏
i=1

Lc(2s− 2i+ 2, χ2)

)
D(s, f , χ).

We then have,

Proposition 6.3. We have the Euler product expression

L(s, f , χ) =
∏
p

Lp(s, f , χ),

where

Lp(s, f , χ) =


(1− p4n−2χ∗(p)2)−1

∏2n
i=1

(
(1− µi,pχ∗(p)p−s)(1− µ′i,pχ∗(p)p−s)

)−1
, if p 6 | c,∏2n

i=1(1− µi,pχ∗(p)p2n−s)−1, if p| c and Bp splits,∏n
i=1(1− µi,pχ∗(p)p2n−3−s)−1, otherwise,

where µi,p, µ′i,p are complex numbers such that µi,pµ′i,p = p4n−2 if p does not divide c.

Proof. The case where p does not divide c follows from [25] where the orthogonal case
is considered. Indeed in this case, and thanks to our assumption that that c is divisible
by all primes where B is ramified allows us to identify Gp with SO(2n, 2n)p. Then the
Euler factor is given in [25, Proposition 17.14].

We next consider the case where p divides c, and Bp is a division algebra. We write
v for the corresponding place, and δ a prime element of Bv. We first remark that the
number of all different cosets Evα with α an upper triangular matrix in Mv of diag-
onal entries δe1 , . . . , δen where ei ∈ Z, is equal to p2

∑n
i=1(i−1)ei . Indeed this follows

similar to [21, Lemma 3.12] after observing that [ov : ovδ] = p2. We define a map
ω0 : T(GLn(Bv), Ev) → Q[t±1 , . . . , t

±
n ] by ω0(EvxEv) =

∑
y ω0(Evy) and ω0(Evy) =∏n

i=1(p−2iti)
ei ifEvy = Evα where α an upper triangular with diagonal entries δe11 , . . . .δ

en
n .

We then define an map ω : Tv → Q[t±1 , . . . , t
±
n ] by ω(DvσDv) =

∑
ξ ω0(dξ) where we

have used the decomposition DvσDv =
⊔
ξDvξ and Lemma 6.1.

By [23, Lemma 7] we have that the map ω is an injective ring homomorphism. Using
Lemma 6.1 and (the proof of) Lemma 6.2 above we have

ω

 ∑
ξ∈Dv\Av/Dv

DvξDvν(ξ)−s

 =
∑

d∈Ev\Mv

ω0(Evd)[S(b−1)v : d∗S(b−1)vd]| det(d)|sv =
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d∈Ev\Mv

ω0(Evd)| det(d)|−(2n−1)
v |det(d)|sv =

∞∑
e1=0

. . .
∞∑

en=0

p
∑n
i=1(2i−2)ei

n∏
i=1

(p−2iti)
eip(2n−1)eip−sei =

n∏
i=1

(1− tip2n−3−s)−1.

Then an argument as in [24, Lemma 19.9] establishes the existence of the numbers
µi,p ∈ C as in the statement of the Proposition.

Finally in the case of p dividing c and Bp ∼= M2(Qp) we argue as above and consider
the map ω0 : T(GL2n(Qp), GL2n(Zp)) → Q[t±1 , . . . , t

±
2n] defined in by ω0(EvxEv) =∑

y ω0(Evy) and ω0(Evy) =
∏2n
i=1(p−iti)

ei if Evy = Evα where α an upper triangular
with diagonal entries δe11 , . . . .δ

e2n
2n . Then by [21, Lemma 16.2 and Lemma 16.3] we have

that the Euler factor is equal to
∏2n
i=1(1− p2nµi,pp

−s)−1. �

The proof above gives also that the function L(s, f , χ) is absolutely convergent for
Re(s) > 4n − 1, since up to finitely many primes its absolute convergence can be
reduced to the case of the standard L-function attached to cusp forms of SO(2n, 2n),
and these are convergent for Re(s) > 4n− 1 (see for example [25]).

When the nebentype ψ of f is not the trivial character we define yet another L-series.
We set Lψ(s, f , χ) :=

∏
p Lψ,p(s, f , χ), where

Lψ,p(s, f , χ) =

{
Lp(s, f , χψ), if p does not divide c,

Lp(s, f , χ), otherwise.

We note that L(s, f , χ) and Lψ(s, f , χψ−1) differ only at the primes dividing c. Given
now a τ ∈ S+, and a q ∈ GLn(B)h we define:

Dτ,q(s, f , χ) :=
∑

x∈M/E

ψ(det(qx))χ(det(x))c(τ, qx; f)| det(x)|s−(2n−1)
h .

Following [24, Chapter V], where the symplectic and unitary situations were considered,
we will relate the series Dτ,q(s, f , χ) to Lψ(s, f , χ) above through what may be called
an Andrianov-Kalinin type equation in our setting. This is Theorem 6.5 below which
should be seen as the analogue in the quaternionic case of [24, Theorem 20.4]

Similarly to the notation introduced in [24, page 168], we let L denote all the o-lattices
in Bn, and we define

Lτ := {yL0 | y ∈ GLn(B)h s.t β−1y∗τy ∈ Th},

where we set L0 := on. Moreover for two lattices L1, L2 ∈ L we write L1 < L2 if
L1 ⊆ L2 and L1,v = L2,v for all v dividing c. Given a y ∈ GLn(B)h such that yL0 ∈ Lτ
we set

aτ (s, y, χ) := |det(y)|2n−1−2s
h αc(β

−1y∗τy, s, ψχ).
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Further for a lattice N = qL0 ∈ Lτ we set

Aτ (s,N, χ) := | det(q)|−(2n−1−2s)
h

∑
N<yL0∈Lτ

µ(yL0/N)aτ (s, y, χ).

Here, for a finitely generated torsion o-module A, we define µ(A) ∈ Z inductively by
setting µ({0}) = 1 and µ(A) := −

∑
B⊂A µ(B), where B runs over all proper finitely

generated o-submodules of A. As in [24, Lemma 19.10] we have,

(23)
∑
B⊂A

µ(A/B) =

{
1, if A = {0}
0, otherwise.

The following Lemma is an extension of [24, Lemma 20.5] to the quaternionic case.

Lemma 6.4. Let τ ∈ S+ and N = qL0 ∈ Lτ . Denote by b the set of finite places p
which do not divide c and det(2β−1q∗τq) 6∈ Z×p . Then

Aτ (s,N, χ) =
∏
p∈b

gp(χ(p)p−s)

(
n∏
i=1

Lc(2s− 2i+ 2, ψ2χ2)

)−1

,

where gp are some polynomials.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one of [24, Lemma 20.5]. We first note that for for
each L such that N < L ∈ Lτ we have L = qx̂L0 for some x ∈ M . In particular we
have that

Aτ (s,N, χ) =
∏
v 6 |c

(∑
x

µ(L0/x
∗L0)|det(x)|−(2n−1−2s)

v α(x−1(β−1q∗τq)vx̂, s, ψvχv)

)
where the sum runs over all x ∈Mv/Ev such that x−1(β−1q∗τq)vx̂ ∈ Tv ∩GLn(Bv). If
v is not in the set b then we have that the above inner sum consists of a single term
and is equal to αv((β−1q∗τq)v, s, χvψv), which, by Proposition 3.5, is nothing else than∏n
i=1 Lv(2s − 2i + 2, ψ2

vχ
2
v)
−1. If on the other hand v is in the set b, then the above

is a finite sum where each term αv(x
−1(β−1q∗τq)vx̂, s, ψvχv) is a polynomial times the

factor
∏n
i=1 Lv(2s− 2i+ 2, ψ2

vχ
2
v)
−1, which proves the lemma. �

We now have the following Theorem which may be called the Andrianov-Kalinin identity
in our setting.

Theorem 6.5. With notation as above (i.e. q, τ fixed and N := qL0 ∈ Lτ ) we have(
2n∏
i=1

Lc(2s− 2i+ 2, ψ2χ2)

)
×Aτ (s,N, χ)×Dτ,q(s, f , χ) =

Lψ(s, f , χ)
∑

L<N∈Lτ

µ(N/L)ψc(det(y))| det(q∗ŷ)|shc(τ, y; f),

where the y ∈ GLn(B)h are such that L = yL0. In particular by Lemma 6.4 above, we
have that, ∏

p∈b
gp(χ(p)p−s)×

2n∏
i=n+1

Lc(2s− 2i+ 2, ψ2χ2)×Dτ,q(s, f , χ) =
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Lψ(s, f , χ)
∑

L<N∈Lτ

µ(N/L)ψc(det(y))|det(q∗ŷ)|shc(τ, y; f).

Proof. This can be proven in a similar manner as [19, Theorem 5.1], where the sym-
plectic case was considered or more generally [24, Theorem 20.4] where also the unitary
case is included. Strictly speaking both [19] and [24] consider scalar weight modular
forms but it is easy to see that the proofs of [19, Theorem 5.1] or [24, Theorem 20.4]
hold also for vector valued once (see [3]). These proofs can also be extended to the
quaterionic case considered here. Indeed for the proof of Theorem 5.1 in [19] one needs
Lemma 2.6, Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.8 of [19], and the property of the function µ(·)
given in Equation (23) above. All these Lemmata are local in nature and have analogues
in the quaternionic case. Indeed the analogue of Lemma 2.6 in the quaternionic case
is nothing else than Lemma 6.1 above, when v divides c. On the other hand if v does
not divide c, then Gv is isomorphic to SO(2n, 2n)v, and the analogue of Lemma 2.6 is
done in [21, paragraph 16.12]. Similarly Lemma 2.7 of [19] is done in [21, Proposition
16.10] if v divides c and in [23, Lemma 3.3] if v does not divide c. Finally the analogue
of Lemma 2.8 of [19] in the quaternionic case is Lemma 6.2 above. �

As in [24, Theorem 20.9] one can show that we can select a τ ∈ S+ and a r ∈ GLn(B)h
such that c(τ, r; f) 6= 0 and we have that the only lattice L such that L < N is the
lattice N itself. In particular with such choices,
(24)∏
p∈b

gp(χ(p)p−s)×
2n∏

i=n+1

Lc(2s−2i+2, ψ2χ2)×Dτ,r(s, f , χ) = ψc(det(r))c(τ, r; f)Lψ(s, f , χ),

with c(τ, r; f) 6= 0. We set D(s, f , χ) := Dτ,r(s, f , χ), and hence,

D(s, f , χ) =
∑

x∈M/E

ψ(det(rx))χ∗(det(x))c(τ, rx; f)|det(x)|−(2n−1)
h | det(x)|sh.

As we discussed in Section 2, we have that

GLn(B)A = GLn(B)EGLn(H).

In particular we may as well assume that the element r ∈ GLn(B)h ∩ GLn(B), since
the clearly eL0 = L0 for any e ∈ E. We now set Xr := GLn(B) ∩ rM GLn(H) and
U := GLn(B) ∩ EGLn(H). Then we have

(25) D(s, f , χ) = c(r, χ, s)
∑

ξ∈Xr/U

c(τ, ξ; f)χ∗(det(ξ)) det(ξ)(2n−1)−s,

where c(r, χ, s) := | det(r)|(2n−1)−s
h χh(det(r))−1. Since r ∈ GLn(B) and since det(r) ∈

R+ we have that c(r, χ, s) = det(r)s−(2n−1). That is,

(26) D(s, f , χ) = c(r, χ, s)ρ(r̂)
∑

ξ∈X/U

c(r∗τr, ξ; f)χ∗(det(ξ)) det(ξ)(2n−1)−s,

where X := X1 = GLn(B) ∩M GLn(H). In particular we have that

(27)
2n∏

i=n+1

Lc(2s− 2i+ 2, ψ2χ2)
∑

ξ∈X/U

c(r∗τr, ξ; f)χ∗(det(ξ)) det(ξ)(2n−1)−s =
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p∈b

gp(χ(p)p−s)

−1

× ψ∗(det(r))−1)ρ(r∗)c(τ, r; f)Lψ(s, f , χ).

7. The Rankin-Selberg Method

In this section we will obtain an integral expression, see Equation (31) below, for the
standard L-function introduced above. It relates the L-function to a Petersson inner
product between the corresponding cusp form, and a product of a vector valued theta
series constructed above and a Siegel-type Eisenstein series. A similar expression for
vector valued Siegel modular forms has been obtained in [3], extending the scalar weight
case obtained originally in [1], and generalized in [19] and further in [24, Section 22].
Our computations below generalize these ideas to the case of vector valued quaternionic
modular forms.

We first introduce an operator which has been studied quite extensively by Godement
in [8], in the case of vector valued Siegel modular forms. For a rational representation
(ρ, V ) of GL2n(C), and a positive definite matrix τ ∈ S+ we define the operator,

(28) Hρ,τ (s) :=

∫
S+
a

ρ(y) exp(−4πλ(τy))δ(y)s−(2n−1)dy ∈ End(V ), Re(s) >> 0,

where we recall here δ(y) = det(y)1/2. Here we view ı : S+ ↪→ GL2n(C) and we abuse
the notation and write ρ(y) for ρ(ı(y)). We set Hρ(s) := Hρ,1n(s). As in [8] one can
show that

Hρ,τ (s) = ρ(τ−1/2)Hρ(s)ρ(τ−1/2)δ(τ)−s.

Indeed all we need to do is to perform the change of variable y 7→ τ−1/2yτ−1/2. Further-
more, similar to [8], we have that this operator is hermitian with respect to the inner
product ≺ ·, · � on V .

For k, ` ∈ Z we consider an f ∈ Sρk(D1, ψ1) and g ∈ Mρ`(D2, ψ2), where D1 =

D[b−1
1 , b1c1] and D2 = D[b−1

2 , b2c2]. We let f := f1h ∈ Sρk(Γ1, ψ1) and g = g1h ∈
Mρ`(Γ2, ψ2) to be the 1-component of f and g in the notation of Definition 2.3. Then
Γ1 = Γ[b−1

1 , b1c1],Γ2 = Γ[b−1
2 , b2c2] are the corresponding congruence subgroups. We

write f(z) =
∑

σ∈S+ cf (σ)ea(λ(σz)) and g(z) =
∑

σ∈S+ cg(σ)ea(λ(σz)) for their Fourier
expansions, where for simplicity we have set cf (σ) := cf (σ, 1) and similarly for cg(σ).
Note that cf (σ) (resp. cg(σ)) are indeed the Fourier coefficients of f (resp. g) thanks
to Equation (1), since sh = 0 in the notation there.

Remark 7.1. We remark here that we impose no condition on the weights k and ` and
the sign of the characters ψ1 and ψ2. This is different to the situation of Siegel modular
forms (compare for example with [24, page 177]). The reason for this, as it will become
clear a little bit later, is that we needed to impose no condition on the sign of the
character and the weight of the Siegel-type Eisenstein series in section 3 (see Remark
3.1).
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We now apply the Rankin-Selberg method to obtain Equation (30) below generalizing
the exposition in [24, page 178-179], where the case of scalar valued Siegel (and Her-
mitian) modular forms is considered. We let X := Sa/S(z−1), where z := b1 + b2.
Furthermore we define the quotient set Y := S+

a /U where U := GLn(o) acts on S+
a by

conjugation, i.e. s 7→ g∗sg. We now note that by considering the Fourier expansions of
f and g we obtain for any y ∈ S+

a :∫
X
≺ ρ(
√
y)f(x+ iy), ρ(

√
y)g(x+ iy) � dx =

vol(X)
∑
σ∈S+

≺ ρ(
√
y)cf (σ), ρ(

√
y)cg(σ) � exp(−4πλ(σy)).

We set h := k + `, and for s ∈ C with Re(s) >> 0 we consider the integral

I(s) :=

∫
Y

∫
X
≺ ρ(
√
y)f(x+ iy), ρ(

√
y)g(x+ iy) � δ(y)h+s−(2n−1)dxdy,

where we recall that δ(y) = det(y)1/2. For an σ ∈ S+ we define

νσ :=
1

|{u ∈ U | u∗σu = σ}|
.

We then have that,

I(s) =

∫
Y

vol(X)
∑
σ∈S+

≺ ρ(y)cf (σ), cg(σ) � exp(−4πλ(σy))δ(y)h+s−(2n−1)dy =

vol(X)

∫
Y

∑
σ∈T

∑
u∈U

νσ ≺ ρ(y)cf (u
∗σu), cg(u∗σu) � ea(2iλ(u∗σuy))δ(y)s+hδ(y)−(2n−1)dy,

where T denotes a fixed set of representatives of S+/U . Using properties (2), (3)
and (4) of Proposition 2.4, and the fact that det(u) = 1 for u ∈ U and hence also
ψ1,h(det(u)) = ψ1,a(det(u)) = 1 we obtain cf (u

∗σu) = ρk(u
∗)cf (σ) = ρ(u∗)cf (σ) and

similarly for cg(·). In particular we obtain

vol(X)−1I(s) =∑
σ∈T

∫
Y

∑
u∈U

νσ ≺ ρ(uyu∗)cf (σ), cg(σ) � ea(2iλ(σuyu∗))δ(uyu∗)s+hδ(uyu∗)−(2n−1)d(uyu∗) =

∑
σ∈T

νσ

∫
S+
a

≺ ρ(y)cf (σ), cg(σ) � ea(2iλ(σy))δ(y)s+hδ(y)−(2n−1)dy =

∑
σ∈T

νσ

∫
S+
a

≺ ρ(y)cf (σ), cg(σ) � exp(−4πλ(σy))δ(y)s+h−(2n−1)dy =∑
σ∈T

νσ ≺ Hρ,σ(s+ h)cf (σ), cg(σ) � .

We set
D(s, f, g) :=

∑
σ∈T

νσ ≺ Hρ,σ(s+ h)cf (σ), cg(σ) �=∑
σ∈T

νσ ≺ Hρ(s+ h)ρ(σ−1/2)cf (σ), ρ(σ−1/2)cg(σ) � δ(σ)−s−h
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We now compute the same integral I(s) in a different way. In particular we show that
we have the equality

(29) I(s) = vol(Γ\Hn)〈f, gEk−`(s̄+ 2n− 1, φ)〉,

where,

Ek−`(s, φ) := Enk−`(z, s;φ,Γ) =
∑

γ∈P∩Γ\Γ

φy(det(dγ))−1jγ(z)−(k−`)δ(γ · z)s−(k−`),

where Γ := Γ[z−1, zy], z = b1 + b2, y = z−1(b1c1 ∩ b2c2), and φ := ψ̄1ψ2.

Substituting the definition of the Eisenstein series we have,

vol(Γ\Hn) 〈f, gEk−`(s̄+ 2n− 1, φ)〉 =∫
Γ\Hn

∑
γ∈P∩Γ\Γ

≺ ρk(y)f(z), g(z)(ψ̄1ψ2)y(det(dγ))−1jγ(z)−(k−`) � δ(γ · z)s+2n−1−k+`dν(z),

where we recall dν(z) = δ(y)−2(2n−1)dxdy, and we used that ≺ ρk(
√
y)v1, v2 � = ≺

v1, ρk(
√
y)v2 � for v1, v2 ∈ V . Note that for any γ =

(
a b
c d

)
∈ Γ we have (see

[13, Theorem 1.7]) Im(z) = (cz + d)∗Im(γ · z)(cz + d). Using this, and the fact that
f ∈ Sρk(Γ, ψ1) and g ∈Mρ`(Γ, ψ2) we obtain:

vol(Γ\Hn)
〈
f, gEk−`(s+ n+1

2 , φ)
〉

=

∫
Γ\Hn

 ∑
γ∈P∩Γ\Γ

≺ ρk((cz + d)∗)ρk(Im(γ · z))f(γ · z), ρ`((cz + d)−1)g(γ · z)jγ(z)−(k−`) �

× δ(γ · z)s+2n−1+`−k
]
dν(z) =∫

Γ\Hn

∑
γ∈P∩Γ\Γ

≺ ρk(Im(γ · z))f(γ · z), g(γ · z) � δ(γ · z)s+2n−1+`−kdν(z),

where we have used that 〈ρk((cz+d)∗)v1, v2 � = ≺ v1, ρk(cz+d)v2〉 for any v1, v2 ∈ V .

Now we note that the expression ≺ ρk(y)f(z), g(z) � δ(y)s+2n−1−k+` is P ∩Γ-invariant.
Indeed, for a γ ∈ P we have

ρk(Im(γz)) = ρk(d̂γ)ρk(y)ρk(d
−1
γ ), δ(γz) = det(dγ)−1δ(y).

Moreover for γ ∈ P ∩ Γ we have that det(dγ) = 1, and hence f(γz) = ρk(dγ)f(z)

and g(γz) = ρ`(dγ)g(z) = ρk(dγ)g(z) since ρk(dγ) = ρ`(dγ) det(dγ)k−`. Putting this
together, for any γ ∈ P ∩ Γ, we have

≺ ρk(Im(γ · z))f(γ · z), g(γ · z) � δ(γ · z)s+2n−1+`−k =

≺ ρk(y)ρk(d
−1
γ )f(γz), ρk(d

−1
γ )g(γz) � δ(γz)s+2n−1+`−k =

≺ ρk(y)f(z), g(z) � δ(y)s+2n−1−k+`.
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Using this, we obtain,

vol(Γ\Hn)〈f, gEk−`(s+2n−1, φ)〉 =

∫
P∩Γ\Hn

≺ ρk(y)f(z), g(z) � δ(z)s+2n−1+`−kdν(z) =∫
P∩Γ\Hn

≺ ρ(
√
y)f(z), ρ(

√
y)g(z) � δ(z)s−(2n−1)+`+kdxdy,

since det(y) = δ(y)2, and dν(z) = δ(z)−2(2n−1)dxdy. We note that the set X × Y is a
set of representatives of P ∩ Γ \ Hn, which gives Equality (29) above. That is,

(30) D(s, f, g) = vol(Γ\Hn)〈f, gEk−`(s̄+ 2n− 1, ψ̄1ψ2)〉.

Now we are assuming that f ∈ Sρk(D,ψ) is a non-zero eigenform, with D := D[b−1, bc].
Thanks to the remark at the end of Section 2 we may now assume without loss of
generality that b = Z. We moreover assume that (ρ, V ) ∈ Tn, where we remind the
reader our notation ρk = ρ⊗detk, and we let P : M2n(C)→ V be a pluriharmonic map
with the properties described at the end of section 4 with respect to the representation
(ρ, V ). We will consider D(s, f, g) above for a particular g. Given a Dirichlet character
χ of some conductor fχ, and for a fixed τ ∈ S+ and r ∈ GLn(B) with cf (r

∗τr) 6= 0
we consider the theta series θ := θ(z, χ−1, P ) ∈ Mρn(Γ′, χ−1) obtained in Theorem 5.5
where we set s := r∗2τr there. We note here that since cf (r∗τr) 6= 0 we have (see for
example [13, Theorem 1.2]) that s is even hermitian positive definite. Moreover we have
that Γ′ = Γ0(n2q), where q is the ideal of Q generated by the level of s, and n = fχ ∩m,
with m as in Lemma 5.4.

We then have D(s, f, θ) =
∑

σ∈T νσ ≺ Hn
ρ,σ(s+ h)cf (σ), cθ(σ) � in which

cθ(σ) =
∑
ξ∈Xσ

χ∗(det(ξ))−1P
(√

r∗2τrξ
)
,

and Xσ := {ξ ∈ GLn(B) ∩ Mn(o)) | σ = ξ∗r∗2τrξ}. In this setting we have that
h = k + n. We have,

D(s, f, θ) =
∑
σ∈T

νσ ≺ Hρ,σ(s)cf (σ),
∑
ξ∈Xσ

χ∗(det(ξ))−1P
(√

r∗2τrξ
)
�=

∑
σ∈T

νσ ≺ cf (σ),
∑
ξ∈Xσ

χ∗(det(ξ))−1Hρ,σ(s̄+ h)P
(√

r∗2τrξ
)
�,

where we have used the fact that Hρ,σ(s) is hermitian. In the inner sum we have that
σ = ξ∗r∗2τrξ, and hence we have that the above expression is equal to∑
σ∈T

νσ
∑
ξ∈Xσ

χ∗(det(ξ)) ≺ cf (ξ∗r∗2τrξ), Hρ,ξ∗r∗2τrξ(s̄+ h)P
(√

r∗τrξ
)
�=

∑
ξ∈X

χ∗(det(ξ)) ≺ cf (ξ∗r∗2τrξ), ρ(ξ−1
√
r∗2τr

−1
)Hρ(s̄+ h)P (1) � δ(ξ∗r∗2τrξ)−(s+h)

where X = (GLn(B) ∩Mn(o))/GLn(o), and we write P (1) for P (In). Indeed we have
that

Hρ,ξ∗r∗τrξ(s) = ρ(ξ−1
√
r∗2τr

−1
)Hρ(s)ρ(

√
r∗2τr

−1
ξ̂)δ(ξ∗r∗2τrξ)−s.
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This follows by considering the change of variable y 7→ ξ−1(r∗2τr)−1/2y(r∗2τr)−1/2ξ̂ in
the definition of Hρ,ξ∗r∗τrξ(s). That is,

D(s, f, θ) =
∑
ξ∈X

χ∗(det(ξ)) ≺ cf (ξ∗r∗2τrξ), ρ(ξ−1
√
r∗2τr

−1
)Hρ(s̄+h)P (1) � δ(ξ∗r∗2τrξ)−(s+k+n) =

∑
ξ∈X

χ∗(det(ξ)) ≺ ρk(ξ∗)−1cf (ξ
∗r∗2τrξ), ρ(

√
r∗2τr

−1
)Hρ(s̄+h)P (1) � δ(ξ∗r∗2τrξ)−(s+n) =

δ(r∗2τr)−s
∑
ξ∈X

χ∗(det(ξ)) ≺ cf (r∗2τr, ξ), ρ(
√
r∗2τr

−1
)Hρ(s̄+ h)P (1) � det(ξ)−(s+n).

Putting all the above together we obtain

D(s, f, θ) = δ(r∗τr)−s
∑
ξ∈X

χ∗(det(ξ)) ≺ cf (r∗2τr, ξ), ρ(
√
r∗2τr

−1
)Hρ(s̄+h)P (1) � det(ξ)−(s+n).

In particular from Equations (26) and (30) we obtain

δ(r∗2τr)−s ≺ D(s+3n−1, f , χ), ρ(
√
r∗2τr

−1
)Hρ(s̄+h)P (1) �= vol(Γ\Hn)〈f, θEk−n(s+2n−1, φ)〉,

where φ = (ψχ)−1. We remark also here that the Eisenstein series are of level Γ0(h),
where is the ideal h := c ∩ n2q.

After multiplying both sides of the above equation with∏
p∈b

gp(χ(p)p−(s+3n−1))

n∏
i=1

Lh(2s+ 4n− 2i, ψ2χ2),

and employing Equation (27) above, we obtain,

(31)
δ(r∗2τr)−s ≺ ρ(r∗)c(τ, r; f), ρ(

√
r∗2τr

−1
)Hρ(s̄+h)P (1) � ψc(det(r))Lψ(s+3n−1, f , χ) =

c(r, χ, s′) vol(Γ\Hn)

 n∏
i=1

∏
p|t

Lp(2s+ 4n− 2i, ψ2χ2)

∏
p∈b

gp(χ(p)p−s
′
)〈f, θEk−n(s̄+2n−1, ψχ)〉,

where s′ := s+ 3n− 1,

Ek−n(s̄+ 2n− 1, ψχ) :=

n∏
i=1

Lh(2s̄+ 4n− 2i, (ψχ)2)Ek−n(s̄+ 2n− 1, ψχ),

and t :=
∏k
i=1 pi, where pi are prime ideals dividing h but not c.

8. Analytic Properties of the standard L-function

By the expression obtained in Equation (31) above, we see that the analytic properties of
Lψ(s, f , χ) can be understood from the analytic properties of the Siegel-type Eisenstein
series Ek−n and the quantity Hρ(s)P (1), which we now see can be computed explicitly.
We note here that a similar integral as in the Proposition below was computed in [3],
where the case of Siegel modular forms is considered, and the corresponding pair of
groups from the Howe-Weyl duality is On(C)×GLn(C).
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Proposition 8.1. Let (λ1, λ2, . . . , λn, 0 . . . , 0) be the maximal weight of (ρ, V ) ∈ Tn.
Then

Hρ(s)P (1) = Γρ(s)P (1),

where,

Γρ(s) := (2π)−(ns+
∑n
j=1 λj)

n∏
j=1

Γ(s+ λj − 2(j − 1)).

Proof. We recall that by the definition of the operator Hρ(s) in (28) we have

Hρ(s)P (1) =

∫
S+
a

P (ty)e−4πλ(y)δ(y)s−(2n−1)dy =

∫
S+
a

P (y)e−4πλ(y)δ(y)s−(2n−1)dy.

We write (τ,W ) for the irreducible representation of Spn(C) associated with ρ by the
Howe-Weyl duality discussed in section 4 above. Then we identify V ⊗W = V ⊗W ∗ =
Hom(V,W ) = Md,r(C) where d = dim(V ) and r = dim(W ). As in [12, page 16] we can
find pluriharmonic polynomial maps P : M2n(C)→Md,r(C) such that for all (g1, g2) ∈
Spn(C)×GL2n(C) and x ∈M2n(C) we have P(g1xg2) = ρ(tg2)P(x)τ(tg1). Notice that
each such polynomial P consists of polynomial maps (columns) Pj , j = 1, . . . , r, that are
pluriharmonic and Pj(xg) = ρ(tg)Pj(x). In particular we may choose our polynomial
P above to be one of the columns of a polynomial P. So it is enough to show that∫

S+
a

P(y)e−4πλ(y)δ(y)s−(2n−1)dy = Γρ(s)P(1).

An argument similar to the one used in [3] shows that we may select P such that P(1)
is a highest weight vector for the representation τ ⊗ ρ.
We now use the identification Mn(H) = {z ∈ M2n(C) | ηnz = z̄ηn} where ηn =(

0 −1n
1n 0

)
, and hence every such matrix can be written as z =

(
a −b̄
b ā

)
, with

a, b ∈Mn(C). In particular we have that if z ∈M2n(C) is H-Hermitian then a∗ = a and
tb = −b. We now use the polar decomposition for H-hermitian matrices (embedded in
M2n(C)) as explained in [5, Chapter VI]. In particular we have that any H-hermitian
matrix y can be written in the form y = a∗εa with a ∈ USpn := Spn(C) ∩ U(2n) and
ε = diag[ε1, . . . , εn, ε1, . . . , εn] with εi ∈ R. We let D := {ε = diag[ε1, . . . , εn, ε1, . . . , εn] |
εi ∈ R} and D+ = {ε ∈ D | ε1 < ε2 < . . . < εn}. Then by [5, Theorem VI 2.3] we have
that there exists a constant c0 ∈ C× such that

∫
S+
a

P(y)e−4πλ(y)δ(y)s−(2n−1)dy

= c0

∫
USpn

∫
D+

P(a∗εa)e−2πtr (ε) det(ε)s/2

∏
j<k

(εk − εj)4

 dεda

= c0

∫
USpn

ρ(ta)

∫
D+

P(a∗ε)e−2πtr (ε) det(ε)s/2

∏
j<k

(εk − εj)4

 dεda.
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Since P(1) ∈ V ⊗W is a highest weight vector we know that P(a∗ε) = [ρ(ε)P(1)]τ(ā) =

ελ1
1 · · · ελnn P(a∗), where we recall the maximal weight of ρ is (λ1, . . . , λn, 0, . . . , 0).

That is, the above integral reads

c0

∫
USpn

ρ(ta)

∫
D+

P(a∗)ελ1
1 · · · ε

λn
n e−2πtr (ε) det(ε)s/2

∏
j<k

(εk − εj)4

 dεda

= P(1)c0

∫
USpn

∫
D+

εs+λ1
1 · · · εs+λnn e−2πtr (ε)

∏
j<k

(εk − εj)4

 dε

 da,

where we have used the fact that ρ(ta)P(a∗) = P(a∗a) = P(1) since a ∈ USpn ⊂ U(2n).
But the last integral is a genaralized Siegel integral and by [5, Proposition VII.1.2] we
have

c0

∫
USpn

∫
D+

εs+λ1
1 · · · εs+λnn e−tr (ε)

∏
j<k

(εk − εj)4

 dε

 da =

n∏
j=1

Γ(s+ λj − 2(j− 1)).

�

Using Proposition (8.1) and Equation (31) we obtain

δ(r∗2τr)−sΓρ(s+ k + n)Gn(s+ 2n− 1, k − n)×

≺ ρ(r∗)c(τ, r; f), ρ(
√
r∗2τr

−1
)P (1) � Lψ(s+ 3n− 1, f , χ) =C×

c(r, χ, s)

 n∏
i=1

∏
p|t

Lp(2s+ 4n− 2i, ψ2χ2)

∏
p∈b

gp(χ(p)p−s)〈f, θP(s̄+ 2n− 1)〉,

where

P(s̄+ 2n− 1) := Gn(s̄, k − n)

n∏
i=1

Lc(2s̄+ 4n− 2i, (ψχ)2)Ek−n(s̄+ 2n− 1, ψχ),

and Gn(s̄, k − n) was defined in Theorem 3.8 and the symbol “=C×” means that we
have an equality up to a non-zero complex number. Now we note that there is always
a choice of τ and r such that

≺ ρ(r∗)c(τ, r; f), ρ(
√
r∗2τr

−1
)P (1) �=≺ c(τr, 1; f), ρ(

√
2τr
−1

)P (1) �6= 0, τr := r∗τr.

Indeed, since (ρ, V ) is irreducible, by an argument as in [30, Lemma 4] one has that
the image of f : GA → V is dense in V and hence in particular, after perhaps a change
of basis, we may assume, that there exists a positive definite hermitian matrix τr such
that c(τr, 1; f) is a maximal vector for (ρ, V ). Moreover by Gauss decomposition (see for
example [9, Lemma B.2.6]) we may write ρ(

√
2τr) = ρ(u−du+) for u− a lower triangle

matrix with diagonal entries equal to 1, u+ an upper diagonal with diagonal entries
equal to 1, and d a diagonal matrix. This gives,

≺ c(τr, 1; f), ρ(
√

2τr
−1

)P (1) �=≺ ρ(u∗−)c(τr, 1; f), ρ(d)ρ(u+)P (1) �=

≺ c(τr, 1; f), ρ(d)P (1) �= α ≺ c(τr, 1; f), P (1) �6= 0,
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for some α 6= 0 since both P (1) and c(τr, 1; f) are of maximum weight. That is, for such
a choice of τ and r we have,

(32) δ(r∗2τr)−sΓρ(s+ k + n)Gn(s+ 2n− 1, k − n)Lψ(s+ 3n− 1, f , χ) =C×

c(r, χ, s′)

 n∏
i=1

∏
p|t

Lp(2s+ 4n− 2i, ψ2χ2)

∏
p∈b

gp(χ(p)p−s
′
)〈f, θP(s̄+ 2n− 1)〉,

where we recall s′ = s+ 3n− 1. Since the expression

δ(r∗2τr)sc(r, χ, s′)
∏
p∈b

gp(χ(p)p−s
′
),

defines a holomorphic function in s ∈ C, we have that the analytic properties of

Λt(s, f , χ) :=

Γρ(s+ k − 2n+ 1)Gn(s− n, k − n)

 n∏
i=1

∏
p|t

Lp(2s− 2n+ 2− 2i, ψ2χ2)

−1

Lψ(s, f , χ),

are the same as the analytic properties of P(s− n). In particular we have

Theorem 8.2. Let f ∈ Sρk(Γ0(c), ψ) be an eigenform, and assume that k ≥ n, ρ ∈
Tn (see (16) for notation) and all the primes where B is ramified divide the ideal c.
The function Λt(s, f , χ) has a meromorphic continuation to the entire complex plane.
Moreover it is analytic if ψ2χ2 6= 1 or k ≥ 2n. If ψ2χ2 = 1 and n ≤ k < 2n then the
possible poles are all simple and they can appear at the interval,

{j ∈ Z | n ≤ j ≤ 3n− k},

Proof. This follows from the Equation (32) above and Theorem 3.8. �

Remark 8.3. We are now making some remarks regarding the theorem above.

(1) The definition of the function Λt(s, f , χ) depends on the ideal t, which in turn
depends on the possible choices of τ and r above. This is similar to the sit-
uation of Siegel modular forms (for the scalar weight see [19] and the vector
valued [3]). We also remark here that the condition on the choices of τ and
r depend only on f . Furthermore there are, at least two, situations where the

factor
(∏n

i=1

∏
p|t Lp(2s− 2n+ 2− 2i, ψ2χ2)

)−1
will not show up: (1) since

Sρk(Γ0(c), ψ) ⊆ Sρk(Γ0(h), ψ), by adding some “bad” Euler factors to f , we can
make the ideal t trivial, and (2) if the conductor of the twisting character χ is
divisible by the ideal t.

(2) Our theorem is different than the one proved by Yamana [33, Theorem 9.1].
First of all we should stress that it is a rather delicate matter to compare our
L-function with the one in [33] since the “bad” Euler factors may not be the
same. However, looking beyond this issue of the “bad” Euler factors, we remark
that the theorem in [33] is more in the spirit of the theorems proved in [14, 15]
for Siegel modular forms whereas ours is in the spirit of [19] (scalar weight) and
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[3] (vector valued). The theorem in [33] is “generic” in the sense that does not
take under consideration the type at the archimedean place of the corresponding
automorphic representation of GA. It does of course cover more cases than our
theorem above (for example representations ρ 6∈ Tn or non-holomorphic quater-
nionic modular forms), but on the other hand for the cases where our theorem
is applicable, then Theorem 8.2 gives more precise information. Indeed the the-
orem in [33] gives a range of 4n many points as possible poles in the case of
twists with trivial or quadratic characters. In our approach not only we show
that there exist no poles when the “weight” k is large enough, but even when k
is smaller than 2n the set of possible poles is at most of size 2n− k.

(3) We expect that our method can be used to obtain non-vanishing results of
the standard L-function by extending the range of absolute convergence beyond
Re(s) > 4n−1. Indeed the use of the Rankin-Selberg method to obtain such re-
sults has been illustrated in the case of scalar weight Siegel modular forms in [20],
and for vector valued in [3], where the “obvious” bound of Re(s) > 2n+ 1 (here
the center of the critical strip is taken as n+ 1

2) is extended to Re(s) > (3n/2)+1
where n is the degree of the symplectic group, improving a previous result of
[4]. Such a non-vanishing result has important implication for the theory of
Siegel modular forms. For example it is used to establish algebraicity results
for special L-values of Siegel modular forms of small weights (see [24, Theorem
28.5 and Theorem 28.8]), or to the study of the space of holomorphic Eisenstein
series, [24, Theorem 27.13].

An approach similar to the one of [3] should allow us to improve the range
of absolute convergence in the case of quaternionic modular forms, and in par-
ticular to establish that the range of absolute convergence is Re(s) > 3n − 1.
This will require to establish the existence of some cuspidal theta series as was
done in [3] for the Siegel modular forms case. We note here that in the case of
quaternionic modular forms, even the scalar weight case requires such a different
approach to the one taken in [20] for scalar weight Siegel modular forms, since
the determinant is not a (Spn(C)-) pluriharmonic polynomial.

We aim to explore these questions of non-vanishing of the standard L-function
of a quaternionic modular form and their implication to the algebraicity of
special L-values in the future.

9. Appendix

We provide a sketch of the proof of Proposition 3.3. As we indicated there we will
only discuss the needed modifications to the proof of [21, Proposition 18.14], where the
symplectic and the unitary case are considered. We keep the notation as in section 3.

We have

c(h, q, s) =

∫
SA/S

E∗
((

q σq̂
0 q̂

)
, s

)
eA(−λ(hσ))dσ,
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where dσ is the Haar measure on SA/S normalized such that
∫
SA/S

dσ = 1. For a finite
place v ∈ h we define a Haar measure dσv on Sv/Λv by taking

∫
Sv/Λv

dσv = 1. For the
archimedean place we may identify Sa with Rn×Hn(n−1)/2 = Rn(2n−1) and take dσa to
be the Lebesgue measure on Rn(2n−1). Then by [31, Lemma 3.1] we have that

dσ = c(S)dσa
∏
v∈h

dσv,

where c(S)−1 := vol(Sa/S(Z)) = (4D−1
B )−n(n−1)/2, where DB is the product of the

primes where B ramifies.

Since we are assuming that the ideal c is divisible by all finite primes where B is ramified
we have in particular c 6= Z. That is, for x ∈ PAGa,

E∗(x, s) =
∑
γ∈ηR

φ(γxη−1
h , s).

Indeed this is the analogue of [21, Lemma 18.8 (3)] in our case. This is still true, since
it is essentially a direct consequence of [21, Lemma 2.12 (1)], which includes also the
quaternionic case (in the notation of [21] we take K = B and ε = −1). In particular we
obtain

c(h, q, s) =

∫
SA

φ(ητ(σ)diag[q, q̂]η−1
h , s)eA(−λ(hσ))dσ =

c(S)

∫
Sh

φ(ητ(σh)diag[qh, q̂h]η−1
h , s)eh(−λ(hσh))dσh×

∫
Sa

φ(ητ(σa)diag[qa, q̂a], s)ea(−λ(hσa))dσa.

We first consider the archimedean integral

ca(h, q, s) =

∫
Sa

φ(ητ(σa)diag[qa, q̂a], s)ea(−λ(hσa))dσa.

We then have,

φ(ητ(σa)diag[qa, q̂a], s) = det(qai + σaq̂a)−`| det(iqaq
∗
a + σa)|`−s =

det(iq̂a)−` det(qaq
∗
a − σai)−`| det(iq̂a)|`−s| det(qaq

∗
a − σai)|`−s =

det(iq̂a)−`|det(iq̂a)|`−s det(qaq
∗
a−σai)−`(det(qaq

∗
a−σai))`/2−s/2 det(qaq

∗
a+σai)

`/2−s/2 =

det(iq̂a)−`|det(iq̂a)|`−s(det(qaq
∗
a − σai))−(s/2+`/2) det(qaq

∗
a + σai)

−(s/2−`/2)

where we have used the equality det(x+ iy) = det(tx+ ity) = det(x∗ − iy∗) = det(x−
iy), for x, y ∈ Sa. That is,

φ(ητ(σa)diag[qa, q̂a], s) = det(iq̂a)−`|det(iq̂a)|`−s det(σa+qaq
∗
ai)
− s+`

2 det(σa−iqaq
∗
a)−

s−`
2 .

In particular we have,

ca(h, q, s) = det(iq̂a)−`|det(iq̂a)|`−sξ(qaq∗a, h, s+ `, s− `).

Moreover we note that det(iq̂a)−`|det(iq̂a)|`−s =
(

det(iq̂a)
| det(iq̂a)|

)−`
| det(iq̂a)|−s = (−1)n`| det(q̂a)|−s =

(−1)n` det(q̂a)−s, since det(q̂a) > 0. Hence we conclude that

det(iq̂a)−`|det(iq̂a)|`−s = (−1)n` det(q̂a)−s.
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We now turn to the finite places. We fix a finite place v ∈ h. We observe that for

xv =

(
q̂v 0
−σv q̂v qv

)
with σv ∈ Sv and qv ∈ GL(Bv) if we write xv = pw with p ∈ Pv

and w ∈ Dv then we have the equality of ideals,

det(d−1
p dxv)Zv = ν0(β−1

v d−1
xv cxv), (∗).

Indeed to see this we fix an embedding Mn(Bv) ↪→ M2n(Kv) for some extension Kv

of Qv, with [Kv : Qv] ≤ 2. Actually Kv = Qv if v is a place where B is unramified,
otherwise we can pick Kv to be an unramified extansion of Qv (see for example [23]).
Then we can apply [21, Lemma 9.4(2)] taking K there to be our Kv here. Then we
conclude the above identity, but as ideals of Kv. But then using the fact that both sides
are actually ideals of Qv, we conclude that their actually equal as ideals over Qv.

Using (∗) above one can now conclude exactly in the same way the analogue of [21,
Lemma 18.13] in the quaternionic setting. That is, for a finite place v ∈ h we have that,

φ(xv, s) = χ(det(q)v)
−1| det(qv)|−sv ×

ν(b−1
v q−1

v σv q̂v)χ(ν0(β−1
v q−1

v σv q̂v)) if v 6 | c
1 if v|c and (q−1σq̂)v ∈Mn(bvcv)

0 otherwise
.

The rest now follows exactly as in the proof [21, Proposition 18.14]. One only needs to
observe that in our case we set λ := 2n−1 and by [17] we have that for all q ∈ GLn(B)A,

d(qσq∗) = |det(q)|λAdσ.
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